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Governor William J. Mills has ap.
pointed Castulo Marquee of Duran,
Torrance county, a notary public.
Back From Duke City.
Captain Fred Fornotf of the New
Mexico Mounted Police has returned
from Albuquerque where he appeared
as a witness In the Inaley case.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Paten has received $1,030.30 from Warden Cleofea Romero of the territorial
for convicts' earnings
penitentiary
and $19.25 from Game and Fish War--deThomas P. Gable.
Land Entries.
The following are the land entries
at the Santa Fe land office: Felipe
Brown Bohrlsch, Los Tanos; John C.
Baxon, Levey; Ursula L. de Salas,
Quests
!uervo; Ramon TruJIlIo,
Anacleto
Faustln Chavez. Pastura!
,
Martines, Chaperlto; Robinson Sarras-lnoCuervo; Frank B. Cox, Martha A.
Cox, Kelly; H. H. Holbert, Gallup.
Many Meetings In Capitol.
The hall of representatives,- - the
council chamber and other halls and
rooms of the capltol are filled with
educators today for they are holding
Tarlous meetings of the city and town
and county school superintendents.
In the corridor of the annex the
screens on which exhibits are to be
mounted have been put In place and
1t Ib evident that the exhibits will be
in plain view of all passerBby.
New Company Incorporated.
Articles of incorporation were filed
Jn the territorial secretary's office today by the Silver City Power Company with office in Silver City, Grant
county, and Julian B. Downey Is named the statutory agent. The capital
stock Is $100,000, copsistlng of 10,000
shares at $10. The company begins
with $2,000 capital and the
ers are Julian B. Downey, 68 shares;
Edward T. Hann, 66 shares, and John
W. Carter, 66 shares.
Deer Season Over.
Today being- - the 5thoi November
the deer season Is over. This season
has lasted but a month and this year
It has been free from complaints, especially regarding Indians. A year, or
two ago Indians were found killing
more deer than the law permitted
and they were severely dealt with.
"I do not think the sportsmen have
reaped a great 'venlBon harvest,'"
said Game and Fish Warden Gable tothe
day In discussing the sport of "Of
paBt month in this territory.
course a good many hunters have
oeen out after the deer but they have
not met with any phenomenal success
and In my opinion, have not greatly
reduced the deer population In our
preserves."
Education Board.
The territorial board of education
is In session today and all the members of the board are present except
C. M. Light, Dr. W. B. Garrson and
Dr. E. McQueen Gray. Dr. Gray will
arrive this evening, however.
The board took up the matter of
certification of teachers a full report
on which will be made later. One
thing of Importance acted on by the
board already was the revoking of
teachers certificates to two teachers
in the territory because they failed
to regard the binding effect of a contract with the territory. It appears
that these teachers accepted contracts to teach and then broke them.
The board Intends to make It difficult
for them to break any more contracts
of a "teaching" nature.
BISHOP

MACKAY-SMIT-

DIED
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'How old Is Ann?" Isn't as puzzling
as the question of the crowd that besieges the New Mexican every morniWho Is elected today?"
ng- asking:
Revised returns received today were
rather unfavorable to the Republi
cans. In Socorro county iney ioui
the member of the council, A..C. Abey-ti- a
by 140 votes, and cut down the majorities on the state ticket A report
from Valencia county cut down the
Republican pluralities. A report from
Union county had a discrepancy of
100 votes on the face of It in Its re
turn for R. H. Hanna for supreme
court judge. Another report showed
that two precincts In Roosevelt coun
ty held no election at all. Frantic appeals to Sierra county brought no
other reply than that total McDonald
and Bursum vote, and the rather Indefinite statement that the Demo
cratic state ticket carried that county
by 40. Torrance county finally sent
in a complete return except for Palma
precinct, which It was declared went
17 to 30 for the Republican state ticket. Thus all along the line, there
were lndefinlteness and gaps that had
to be filled by estimates. Even here
In Santa Fe county, the secret of the
vote In four precincts Is locked up in
four ballot boxes now In the vault in
the office of Territorial
Secretary
Jaffa. It Ib known that these precincts gave Bursum fifty majority
and the rest of the state ticket, In the
estimates, was therefore given the
same majority, although It Is likely
that it ran a few votes ahead of Bursum. In every Instance of that kind,
the Republican state ticket was given
the worst of It in the following tabulation which gives the total vote received by each candidate In the ter-

ritory:
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........
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8,976
28,702
28,012
690

majority

For Secretary of State
Lucero
Romero

28,670
28,012

658
Democratic majority
For State Auditor
.28,282
Delgado .....
.......... .28,560
Sargent
278

Republican majority
For State Treasurer
Marron
Mlrabal

760
29,258
27,961

McGlll

1,297

Republican majority

For
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28,574
28,413

Stroup

161

Democratic majority

For Land Commissioner
.....28,727

Ervlen
Emerson

28,389

Republican majority
For Supreme Justices-Par- ker
Roberts

,..,j.,

Wright ... ...
Hanna
Dunn ...

A few hours before the opening of
the. New Mexico Educational Association in the Ancient City, It is discovered that Albuquerque is already lining up Its army of pedagogues to get
the convention to the Duke City in
1912.

As far as can be ascertained from
county, city and town superintendents
the Duke City's petition is likely to be
heard with willing ears by the educators now in the Ancient City.
Albuquerque, of course, lacks some
of the climatic, scenic and romantic
advantages of the Ancient City, but
It has good hotels, plenty of room in
its theater for holding a convention
and other advantages Including a
hustling citizenship."
Even before the firing of the open
ing gun of the convention, the teachers and superintendents are getting
down to work.
'With the deliberation of legislators,
iu whose rooms or council chambers
they met, the county school superintendents. In the senate chamber, and
the city and town superintendents
and principals in . the hall of reprethis
conferences
sentatives, held
morning. A lengthy program had
out
conference
each
for
been mapped
and It was more or less religiously
followed.
Chairman John Milne presided at
the meeting of the city and town suThe first speaker was
perintendents.
Superintendent M. H. Brasher of Ros- well whose subject was "How We Can
Unify City Courses of Study In New
Mexico." This afternoon other papers
will be read and much Interest cen
ters In that of T. W. Conway, of Raton, who raises the vexed question,
Distate
"Should Higher Instruction
Courses of Study In Our High
School?"
Appoints Committee.
Mr. Milne appointed a committee
to prepare a schedule of needed legislation and the result of this com
mittee's work will be looked forward
ta with keen Interest by educators.
On the committee are Superintend
ents Poore of Carlsbad, chairman;
Osborne of Clayton; Conway of Raton.
Brasher of Roswell and Wood of
Santa Fe.
Many Register.
The work of registering the teach
ers as they arrive Is conducted at the
rooms of the New Mexico Museum
In the historic old Palace building,
and a busy scene Is witnessed there.
ad
The Quay county delegation's
vance guard arrived and its badges
of purple with gold letters were quite
striking.

28,908
GOVERNMENT WILL NOT
28,148
APPEAL TOBACCO

Democratic majority
For Attorney General-Cla- ncy

338

i.... 28,686

,,.......28,730

28,622
28,613
28,539
28,462

Burkhart
For Corporation Commission
Death Was Due to Heart Disease and
28,485
Armljo
Expired Suddenly at the Epis...29,102
Williams
copal Residence.
29,048
Groves
28,952
Owen ,.,
Philadelphia, Pa, Nov. 16. Bishop
28,020
Martinez .... .
of the ProtAlexander Mackay-Smit28,740
Van Stone
estant Episcopal diocese of Pennsyl- For Congress
;
church
vania, and one of the leading
29,350
George Curry
men in the country, died suddenly at
28,322
Elfego Baca
here
residence
today.
the Episcopal
H. B. Fergusson
.28,998
Death was due to heart disease. He
27,358
Paz Valverde
was 61 years old.
Tha ripmflRftri was bom at New Ha
CONGRESS
ven, Connecticut, on June 21, 1850. He
RULED BY LOBBYISTS.
was educated In St. Paul's school al
Concord, New Hampshire, and graduRetort of George J. Klndel
ated from Trinity College, Hartford AngryWho Advocates Government
D
T.
S.
in 1872. (D. D. Trinity, 1889;
Parcels Post,
,
Hobart 1889). Also studied In EngKansas City, Mo., Nov. 16. "This
land and Germany. Ordained deacon
Commercial ConWas at Grace
1876: priest 1877.
as- gress is controlled by lobbyists reprechurch, Boston, Mass.,
sistant at St. Thomas, New York, senting the robber express companies,
1880-188declined election as coadju- the railroads, and the sugar trust, and
tor bishop of Kansas, 1886; first arch- this has been demonstrated repeatedrector ly by the Congress' action," was the
deacon of New York
of St. John's Washington. He was s startling statement made from the
freouent contributor to current liter platform at today's session of the Congress by George J. Klndel, of Denver.
tu re, magazines, etc.
Mr. Klndel's statement came as an
angry retort to an Interruption by a
M'NAMARA CASE MAY
SPLIT FEDERATION. delegate. The Denver man was d
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 16. Notice was llvering an address advocating the
to- parcels post In which he blamed the
given by the California delegation
day on the floor of the American Fed- express companies for the annual
eration convention that It intended postoffloe deficit and said that If the
to present its resolution appropriating lows against these express companies
were enforced and a general parcels
$50,000 for the defense of the
even In the event such ac- post established, the postofflce departtion was not recommended by the ment would be Insured against annual
committee on the president's report. deficits.

CASE.

Seems to Bs Satisfied With Plan Pro
posed for Dissolution of

Trust

Washington, D. C, Nov. 16. The
government will not appeal from the
decision of the United States Circuit
Court at New York which approved
the plan of dissolution proposed by
Tobacco Company.
the American
While the government may ask the
supreme court to review the decision
at any time within a year, It was learned today that Attorney General Wick-ershawas not planning to do so at
this time and probably will not.
Petition for Intervention Denied,
IndeThe petition of the
pendent tobacco dealers fdr leave to
Intervene in the goevrnment's dissolution suit against the tobacco trust
was denied by the United States circuit court. This Indicates that the
case probably will go at once to the
United States supreme court.
SIX THOUSAND MINERS
WILL RETURN TO WORK.

Lethbridge, Alberta, Nov. 16. The
six thousand coal miners of the Crows
Nest pasB district, who have been on

strike continuously since the begin
ning of April, will return to work on
Monday morning, November 20. This
statement was made by an officer of
the union In high standing. A meeting of the miners will be held either
at
In Fernie or Frank tomorrow,
which the votes will be counted and
the announcements made.
Later In the day, the executive will
meet President Lewis Stockett of the
Operators Association and Inform him
of the result.
It Is said unofficially that the miners have voted very strongly in favor
of returning to work.
UNION

Night.

of the People.

Member
of the New Mexico Educational Association gathered in the
hall of representatives at the capltol
last night tor the purpose ot hearing
well known speakers and enjoying
musical selections' by orchestras or
glee clubs that had already arrived
In Santa Fe. The formal opening of
the convention, however, took place

Should Higher Institutions
Dic
tate Courses of Study to Our High
Schools?" That was the subject ot a
paper by T. W. Conway, member of
tbe territorial school board and superintended of schools at Raton, In
an address he delivered at the conference yesterday of city and town
superintendents.
'In answering this question, at the
very beginning of my discussion, I
would say, most emphatically, NO.
In justice to the higher
institu
tions, for fear some one might think
these are attempting to dictate, I
will further say that I do not believe
these Institutions are attempting to
outline the courses of study in our
high schools.
"Memory carries me back to my
early high school experiences and I
distinctly remember how necessary It
was to prepare our high school stud
ents for entrance to the state univer

-

PACIFIC 8UFFERS
IN IT8 ANNUAL RECEIPTS.

New York, Nov. 16. The fourteenth annual report of the Union Pacific R. R. Co,, for the fiscal year ended June 30, last, Issued today, gives
total revenue for operation as
a decrease of $1,244,984,
compared with the previous year. Total Income derived other then from
operations amounted
transportation
to 118,396,571, a decrease of S1,1T5,-48The company's total surplus was
reduced by $5,485,379 to $14,334,445.

Declaring that greater attention
should be paid to manual training for
hnva and domestic science cooking,
sewing and housekeeping for girls, If
the rising generation is to cope successfully with economic conditions of
the age, Governor William J. Mills of
New Mexico complimented the "sturdy
unit wnrthv" teachers of this territory
h fnrmnllv bade 400 of them wel
come at the opening of the New Mexi
co educational Association at tne Hail
of Representatives this morning.
Th rnvnrnnr'a remarks about culti
vating the culinary arts were greeted
with cheers rrom tne men in me audience and applause from the ladies.
Another striking feature of the
mnmlni aeaalnn of the convention
was the keynote speech of President
Joseph 8. Hofer of the association,
who made an earnest plea for a better understanding of the child and an
effort for teachers to find out what to
do "with" and "for" rather than "to"

the

pupil.

convention, which Is the twen
annual meeting, opened about
ten o'clock in the Hall of Representatives with bunting, pennants and national flags everywhere to greet the
'
eye.
The invocation, was made by Rev.
n 7. VcCulloueh of the First Presby
terian church of this city. Following
it. President Hofer, wnp presmea, introduced the governor.
As the chief executive arose to
speak he was cheered.
The governor expressed the pteas-i- i
ro it nva him to address such a
gathering of sturdy and worthy teachers from all over the territory and
emphasized the great Importance of
such a convention. He paid a tribute
to the work of the teacher who not
only Influences the pupils in the clasE
room but indirectly the pupils' par
ents and relatives.
The governor then discussed thf
needs of New Mexico schools and
dwelt at length on tltf, whool lane"
problem. He said that the government has been generous In giving
nlantv nf land fnr school numoses
and that the new state, he thought.
should see to It that a certain amount
of these lands are sold for what they
an) wnrth and Innsr time Davments
made. He pointed out the loss In tax
es if tbe lands are merely leased tor
the lessees do not pay taxes.
A Fine Program.
Continuing the governor said:
"I have looked carefully over your
program and I have noted the number of topics that are to be discussed
at this convention. Certainly this is
m nhln and Interestine series of lec
tures and discussions mapped out and
no doubt you will reap great oenent
from them.
"Mt friends I would like to call
your attention to what seems an omission, however, in this program. There
is one question that I am sorry does
not seem to have been Inserted for
We know the results
consideration.
that are being obtained In the schools
of the land in recent years from tbe
introduction of manual training. (Applause.) Its benefits to our boys are
Therfl Is also another very
nrnvpH.
Important branch, and that is domes
tic science. I have visited the Agricultural College at Las Cruces and
the New Mexico Normal University
at Las Vegas, and I was pleased to
see what the young ladies have done
thorn In the Domestic Science classes.
It strikes me that this Is a subject
which should be dealt witn mukb
FREQUENTLY IN CONVENTIONS
OF THIS CHARACTER for the good
that resultB from a training of how
to cook Is immeasurable. (Applause.)
aanilfln training- In the nrenaratlon
of meals, so as to prepare foods eco
nomically and at the same time or
such substantial character as to make
them nourishing, certainly Is of Intense economic Importance In this
age. (Applause.) I suggest, therefore,
that all of you teachers give this subject consideration and let us hope
that it will be dealt with as an important branch of the education of
Th

the Tucumcarl stringed orchestra ot
sweet
discoursed
thirty players
music.
Secretary Rupert F. Asplund of the
convention, to whoBe untiring efforts
the success In attendance and enthusiasm is due, then read several letters from "the absent ones" Including Former Governor L. Bradford
Prince, who Is in Denver presiding
at the apple congress and who regretted his inability to attend the convention. Professor Searson sent word
that he expects to arrive by 6 o'clock
this evening. He arrived this af'e?-nooand will speak tonight In the
Hall of Representatives.
Mr. Asplund stated tuat Mayor Arthur Seligman, who was scheduled to
deliver an address ot welcome after
t
the governor's was unavoidably
owing to illness.
He then introduced Dr. Edgar L.
Hewett, director of the School of
American Archaeology who discussed
the proposed excursion to be taken
Dr.
Saturday to the Puye Cliffs.
Hewett stated that if a party of fifty
teachers can be guarantee!! the rail
road will run a special train to Santa
Clara, leaving here at 7 a. m. and arriving there at 9 a. m. Wagons and
oarrlages will take the excursionists
to the cliffs and the train will start
homeward in time to bring the excursionists here by 6 p. m. He said
that he advised all to take a substantial lunch alon". Dr. Hewett promised to make the excursion a personally conducted tour and said that the
price for each excursionist would be
$5.

They Will Go.
In a few moments it was ascertain-:-

that the required number of

teach-r-s

would make the trip.
President Hofer's Address..
"Fellow-teacherthe hills and the
ioIIowb of New Mexico are filled with
:hlldren crying out for better schools
. md belter teachers. ' Before
us are
the children of today, the men of tomorrow and the souls of eternity.
Yesterday we asked what we should
do to the child
when Its action
did not please us. Today we wish to
know what we can do for its welfare,
and tomorrow we will work with It to
get It to do such deeds as will contribute to its own complete development,
tbe welfare of others, and to the service of God and humanity."
This was tbe declaration made by
Joseph F. Hofer, president of the New
Mexico Educational Association In his
address to the convention at the hall
of representatives this morning and it
was the conclusion of a magnificent
expose of the needs of the modern
school child and the problems that
confront the teacher of today.
Mr. Hofer, who Is a well known
teacher of experience, being now superintendent of school at Tucumcarl,
predicted that the price of a parchment held and displayed by many a
president, professor and pedagog will
drop below par when
teachers are
compelled to play their part so well
that they can hold their audiences
as actors and speakers now hold the
attention of their auditors who leave
when they grow tired.
Of the work of tbe first state legislature, which meets here early In the
year, he said:
"Let us hope that our first legislature will hei aid the dawn of our new
state with such educational legislation
as will be commensurate
with the
magnitude and commercial Importance
of our grand commonwealth; and let
this, our last territorial meeting, and
the twenty-fiftanniversary of our association, be characterized by a concentrated effort to start the approaching era on such safe and eane lines
that all clouds of Ignorance shall be
shall
dispelled, that
Intelligence
brighten the features of every citizen
as the sun's smile now illumes each
vale and hill, and ours shall soon be
recognized as tne most enlightened
state in the sisterhood."
Mr. Holer's address was a length?
our vouth.
one and it was frequently Interrupted
Extends Welcome.
"It la a nleasure for me to welcome with applau"e.
He seld In part:
vnu in this Ancient City and I think
"Fellow teachers, ladles and genyou are fortunate in choosing this ro
mantic spot for holding your conven- tlemen. Tills annual conventlon la
of
the larg also our last under a territorial form
tion. Rnnta Fn Is not one
est cities in the country but it is one of government and our twenty-fiftu
of the oldest if not the oldest.
anniversary. More than three cen)
vnn win apn manv strange turies ago the conquering Caucasian
sights In this city with its narrow chose this place as headquarters from
streets and adobe houses and I dare which to drive the savage and the Insay you will find a trip around it most fidel from this land; here also, a quarI am ter of a century ago, he took the InInteresting and instructive.
certainly willing and desirous to do itial step to organize the forces that
all In my power to make your stay raised the standard of our civilization
hpra nffrponhlA and I now Wish YOU to the point where congress considers
d
in your work attending this us capable, of governing ourselves;
convention and the various meetings and It is indeed fitting that we should
that are being held under this roof. I come here to close our territorial ledIs
feel satisfied that New Mexico
ger, and prepare the plans that Bhall
proud to be able to send a body of guide tia under statehood."
teachers to a convention such as this
"It is notewo.uiy that at least ten
and I trust that the benefits accruing former
presidents of the New Mexico
convention
from attendance at this
still
Educations
Association are
will be many and far reaching."
among its most active members, We
Prolonged applause greeted the are
In
the pres- peculiarly fortunate
governor's addreBS.
Announcements.
"
Continued on page four.
Following the governor's address

this

morning.
was evident,

last night, that a
large attendance of teachers at the
convention is assured.
The hall was prettily decorated
with national flags and bunting and
varicolored pennants as during the
Democratic state convention.
As the delegates and visitors entered the hall, the sweet strains of
an orchestra delighted their ears. This
orchestra was none other than that
of the Tucumcari High School com
posed of Professor J. D. Henderson,
Earl Glrhardt,
director clarionet;
clarionet; Charles Golddinberg, flute;
Max Golddinberg, first cornet; Lil
lion prultt, Vinlta Williams and Raymond Perkins, first violins; Kenneth
Crawford
McDevitt, second violin;
Williams, first cornet; Claude Browning, second cornet; Zilla Whltmore,
piano; Will Phillips, drums; C. S. Cramer, bass saxophone; Mionett San
dusky, double bass; Norvell Jone, saxophone.
In calling the meeting to order,
President Joseph S. Hofer stated that
he regretted the unavoidable absence
of Professor J. W. Bearson of Manhattan, Kansas, who was scheduled to
speak last night but who will deliver
an address later.
Mr, Hofer then stated that two men
were candidates for state superln.
tendent and told of tbe uncertainty
connected with the election of a
school superintendent on November 7.
He said that both Alvin N. White ot
Silver City and A. B. Stroup ot Albuquerque had been invited to address
the convention but that only Mt
Stroup could be found at that moment.
He then Introduced Mr. Stroup who
delivered a brief and pleasing address.
Mr. Stroup admitted that he felt
somewhat embarrassed about the un
certainty of the recent election, and
for that reason he had at first declined to deliver an address. He told
bow he had become identified with
the New Mexico Educational Associ
ation some twelve years ego and bad
been absent from only one meeting.
He continued:
"Regardless of the result of the
election, I expect to be found In the
firing line of the educational forces of
the state."
The speaker said he believed that
the teachers of today are doing too
much work for the results obtained.
He said that teachers all over the
country had heard a great deal about
the three 'R's, but that be believed
the time had come to pay a little more
attention to the three 'b's, the head,
the heart and the hand. He made a
plea for manual training and domestic economy In schools and particularly for the conservation, ot the
greatest resource of the state, the
CHILDREN.
(Applause)
Santa Fe's High School Glee Club,
directed by Miss Marion Bishop, then
sang two numbers that were vigor
ously applauded attesting the appreciation for Miss Bishop's carefully
drilled singers.
Miss Sarah D. Ulmer of Hudson,
Quay county, read a selection from
Dickens which was well received.
Mr. Hofer then in a neat Speech,
introduced the well known historian
and lecturer, Benjamin M. Read, who
delivered a splendid address on the
Education and Its Relation to the Discovery, tbe Conquest and Colonization
of New Mexico.
Mr. Read will publish the address
in booklet form and for that reason
he prefers that It be not published In
full at this time.
At the conclusion of his address Mc
Read was greeted by prolonged ep
plause,

It

8IX

MEN SCALDED TO
DEATH IN BOILER EXPL08ION.

Four Engineers and Two Deck Hands
Victims of Accident on Sen-Ic- a
River.

sity.

Times have materially changed In
the past two decades ot our educational experlencec and today the
heads of our state institutions
are
not so much concerned as to what Is
of
in the course
study as they are in
the question how well prepared are
the
fundamentals
of what
in
pupils
they have attempted In the high
school.

"Since time immemoral, a certain
degree of academic culture has been
necessary for pupils to be eligible to
matriculation but in this age ot
more vital elements are
being demanded by the higher institutions throughout the land.
A Great Change.
"Teachers in high schools realise
full well that there has been a great
change In the curricula of the high
schools In different parts ot the United States within the paBt ten year
but these changes have not been made
at the request ot the higher Institutions but have come directly from the
people and have been varied according to local conditions and require
ments.
"Again the several universities of
the west and many of the best col
their
leges have already arranged
curricula and credits to accommodate
the varied courses of study in, the
high schools of the west.
"The young man or young woman
ot today who completes a thorough
manual training course or commercial
course Is allowed credits for such
work In many of our best Institutions.
I repeat
that, in my judgment,
there is no contention on the part of
the heads of state Institutions to dom
inate the matter ot the course of
study for high schools. On the contrary, I have found them only too
willing to accept our material and
give us due credit for all work done.
They Are Interested.
"It would be a strange thing if the
slate Institutions were not Interested
In the courses of study in our secondary schools. These Institutions are
vitally Interested In what we are attempting and how well we are doing
what we attempt.
You will pardon me If I give a lit
tle personal experience In the matter
at. hand.
For a period of six years
I was chairman of the admission comone
of our western schools
mittee of
and in that position I learned
the
key to the requirements of the
In tbe
higher institutions.
position I held I soon learned that
nobility of character, Integrity of purpose and untiling energy and industry were more vital than the particu
In the high-scho- ol
lar branches taught
curriculum. There I learned
that the character of the men and
women of the high schools counted
for more than Latin or English
courses.
"And why not? The higher Institu
tions are dependent on the public
schools and parochial schools of this
county and their success will vary as
the foundation Ib well or poorly laid."
Mr, Conway quoted Dr. Henry S.
Pritchett, president of the Carnegie
Foundation, saying he has declared
that what ails elementary education
today is an attempt to teach too many
subjects at the same time to one
pupil.

EIGHT MILLION

PERSONS

IN NEED OF RELIEF.

Gaunt Famine Stalks Through Twenty
Provinces Causing Widespread
Distress.
an engineer, an oiler, and two deck
construction
hands, employed on
St. Petersburg, Nov. 16. Eight milwork, on the Seneca river section of
the Barge Canal, were scalded to lion persons are in need of immediate
ot the
death today in the explosion of a relief owing to the failure
crops In twenty Russian provinces.
boiler.
was
This startling announcement
made in the Duma last evening, by
FOWLER 18 DELAYED
Premier Kokovzoff in reply to interBY ANOTHER MISHAP.
pellations concerning reports that
famine threatened a wide area.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 16. When
The necessary measures would reAviator Fowler, attempted to resume quire, the premier said, the expendithis coast to coast flight here today, ure of $60,000,000, of which amount
his machine collided with the branch the imperial exchequer would have
ps of a tree. The aviator was not hurt to find (44,000,000. Hair of the total
but the machine was damaged. Fow was necessary at once to defray the
ler postponed hit flight for repairs,
cost of supplies already dispatched.
Auborn, N. Y., Nov. 16.

Four men,
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practically exhausted their finances
In the long struggle for statehood.
But they are the kind of men who
fight to the last ditch, and even had
they not received the help which was
given to them so liberally they would
have made a game fight.
"The officers of the New Mexico
State Democratic Campaign, Committee, besides Mr, Bell, are A. A, Jones,
Fin-anc- e
chairman; J. D. Hand, chairman
Committee; Judge N. B. Laughlln, secretary state committee, and
William T. Thornton, treas- -

"A part of the money collected by
100 the committee was used yesterday in
2.00
placing extra watchers at the polling
50
would be preplaces, so that frauds
vented.

$2.50

minds. There are dreamers and there
ROAD IMPROVEMENT,
Advanced views on the subject of are dolts. There are wlckedly-lnclln-reaImprovement and the relation of e(j mnds and those that are inclined
There are political
good roads to national progress and t0 righteousness.
s
prosperity, will mark President Taft'S quacks who prescribe Impossible
at the first Congress ot the edleg tor imaginary diseases of the
American Association for Highway Dody poli,
an(j who Illustrate the
Improvement to be held at Richmond, description given by the Scotchman,
November
of doctors "who put up remedies about
The foremost engineers, road offlwnlcn they know nothing."
rail- expert,
dais, traffic experts legislators, conuntrained, Inexperienced,
road officials, manufacturers,
mentBi rRsh minds are, In this
and agriculturists who have
coax and
to
endeavoring
been devoting their attention to the
of th( body
,
main-problems of road construction
ioclal,8m
tenanc. and administration, will be
d.orders-mo- stly
.
Richmond.
brought together at
f
!!J,Mk. mmminlty The
In the field of road construction, In-- !
8"''y
tricate problem, have arisen to pus- hope of "
not
tie farmer, a. well as automobolls... those who do
for adversity industry
especially with regard to the adaption ing prosperitya
s
prosperous public
of construction to meet the destructive for idleness,
stagna- for
and
progress
for
ruin,
of modern traffic.
Dlrector Logan Waller Page, of the tlon.
United States Office of Public Koaos,
ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY,
has made various experiments which
have shown the best types of road for
new state will need to practice
The
the various kinds of traffic, but the economy. It is certain inai uio
.
not
...
.
A m.ny
results of these experiments are
generally known throughout the yar
Uvfl taU) offlcer, at !g salaries,
lous states. Mr. Page, who aside
B,lPeri.,tendent of la- hi. official position at the head of the
t
ADVANCED

T

THE PHILOSOPHY OF DEFEAT,
are several Republicans who
could have been better missed In the
Robinson,
Legislature than Editors
Klinefelter, Jones and Cowgill from
They made a
eastern New Mexico.
brave fight against tremendous odds
and went under with tbe flag flying,
They would have been of real service
had they landed In the legislature, but
the dear people prefer being Jollied
being served conscientiously.
Will Robinson, in the last issue of
the ReglsteiTrlbune describes how
It feels to be defeated and while the
New Mexican's editor ha. not run for
a political Job for eighteen years, he
still remembers his sensations, Robinare
delineates,
son so eloquently
akin to his own at that time.
the editor of the Register-Trib- une;
You can't fool me, the people ot
Chaves county didn't want me to go
to the legislature.
There was a while there that I
ef- thought they did, but they pretty fectually put It out of my mind Tues-

cheer, to preach tha doctrine of
wholesome life, to put the kibosh oo
Of all men
gloom, to laugh, to love.
m ctaaves county I am able to do this,
out
the right political
wnll4) pointing
8nd earning the blue ballot
way
every Saturday night. It la a great
and
blessing, a great responsibility,
and the will to
j naV6 tne know-hoaenVer the goods,
what is a little old measly legls-t- o
lative Job compared to such a stunt.

anynowj .
AND CURRENCY
SYSTEM,
preBident Taft in his forthcoming
on tho
meMage wm dwell at length
nacegBltjr o( currency and banking
form K w,u D6 next t0 the tariff
mOB lmportant Issue before Congress
and tne. people In the next campaign.
8aturday Evening Post:
gay
In
,.Tnev mght have had a panic Berlin this fall. There had been speculatlon ana overtrading. Credit was
under a gevere ,lraln- - Bome eighty
were
mllj,on donarw 0f treasury notes
d
political
The
maturing.
norlzon caused France to draw In her
moneT and tnfl amount of Parisian
esti-I- s
funds ly(ng ttt call in Berlin was
mated at two hundred million dollars,
In aom8 partg of the empire signs ofe
uneaBlneBB am0ng bank depositors ap-thd Tne fanura 0f the Bank of
EevDt did not help mattrs.
The gravity of tne situation sp
th6 fact tnat ln a BBgle
week .tne imperial Bank lost thirty-re-smllllon dollars of Its cash
loss of
Berye Thlg Ig a rather larger
as-cRgh 're8erve than tne New York
, , d tanks suffered in October.
1907, when they resorted to clearinghouse loan certificates and restrictedn.vments leading to a wholebank-cottgaIe dlBocatlon o( the country's
,y8tem. There was no restriction
tg at Berln, however.
of casn a
contrarT , alx buaneB. days
Qn
thfl Imperlal Bank Increased its loans
Bnd d8C0Untg by one hundred and
forty.flTe mInion dollars, and ln order
to do so increased Its note Issue by
million doone hundred and fifty-fou- r
llars.
"Thus, notwithstanding the severe
strain and the large loss of cash, October settlements were met without a

NW

BANKtNQ

THE DISTRIBUTION OF DRINK.
Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
The Bureau of btatlstics by way of
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
of the
among the Intelligent and progressive people oi ine souioweai.
keeping busy, has got up a table
consumption of malt liquors, wiuo uu
countries.
distilled spirits In different
It Is only the per capita consumption
day.
that Is of any significance for purposes
I
Considering the circumstances,
of comparison. In the United States
have every reason to be pleased with
h
rnnmimntion of malt liquors Is
Is
my vote. That I did as well as I did
WHAT FOOLS THESE MORTALS appreciated the Importance of thatsure- over 20 gallons a head per annum, ot
sue to her Interests, she would
s
of a galBE1
proof that my work in this town
audi- about
.U.e
the
wines
only
bf
elected two congressmen in lon and distilled liquors 1.45 gallons.
and valley has been appreciated.
"
Holm O. Bursum received more ly have
I had to bear the burden of being
"T
with the doctrine of protec In the United Kingdom about 81 2 elation for Highway Improvement will than 28,000 votes on November 7. harmony
paper
editor of a Republican
of malt drinks per head are tell something of these experiments,-This is more than were given the tion.
gallons
which believed that tbe mistake.. oi
I am still hopeful' that the Repubbut of wine less than a
successful candidate for delegate to
consumed,
under
be
importancefshould
the party leaders on the other side
were lican Congressmen may have been third of a gallon and less than a galCongress In 1908; more than
-- in
of the mission. The policy and yrinclpb of ot the hills were preferable to Demo- mw
iiv
nfflriii.
am also hopeful that
I
and
elected,,
In
candidate.
Germany
cast
for any
lon of distilled spirits.
ever before
rule Is to bring all depart- cratic misrule.
In New the balance of the state ticket has the malt liauor rate is higher than various states who expect to find pro- popular
Republican or Democratic,
H
iwnft. as near to uie
In an exchange of views.
In the endeavor to make the people
than
through.
lower
and
'
pulled
States
United
the
in
Mexico.
be done under
some
the same way I traveled
If the fact that tbe fight was cen- - in Great Britain, being about 26 l it Every state In the Union Is vitally Lie and that cannot
2,500
given
Holm O. Bursum was
Therefore all post- thousand miles and delivered a couple
.
In the road building and pointive offices.
n. hA nonithlfcAn nnmtnpe for enllona but more wine and strong
j i n tcm-n thd flvn moat raaiL-m'
served to eliminate the drink is consumed, of the former 1.16 ointonon. nmhlem and Dractlcally Hons of the state administration dosen speeches that were not rot- ocratic counties of eastern New Mex- Governor has
nndor elective of- ten except in spots.
be
rhot:ld
directly
will
be
state
either,
represented
on
muu
every
me
me
"
"
ngnt
iro- - he was given 1,400 votes in
and of the latter 1.48 gallons
'
..
bv Its governor or some other high Leer
The man who says I said
ei and in tnat way assisted in Itl
lower Pecos valley.
yearly per capita.
Even the boards that now govern an untrue or an unchivairous ming
satisfied.
feel
well
Road officials of most all
I
very
election,
receivThese are in a way typical Indus official.
In 1906, William H. Andrews
the
liks
ponltentmiv ln any of them Is a liar and wears
state instltulons,
val- After all it is not of the
greatest trial and commercial countries, with the states likewise will be present.
ed only 1,034 in the lower Pecos
almost ccrnni'thlon, might as well be grouped
been
has
Inwho shall be governor
maintenance
drawers.
Road
to
as
moment
blood.
Teutonic
the
of
much
for
Hagerman
a predominance
ley. So
In the United L'Tlt" cirtaln elective olllces, nil rt
In Roswell and at some other points
of the state. It is the duty of every They are distinctively
entirely neglected
fluence at home.
sesdeteriorabuildFe.
llrst
The
In and assist in
legislative
I had the Inevitable anvil chorus from
Santa
States, with the result that
countries. In southern and vine-groIn what county is It that the Re- citlien to Join
tion of the best constructed roads rep- sion will undoubtedly see to that H those who have not been unable to
state and assist tbe adthe
prois
case
different.
up
in
ing
greatest
the
lost
countries
party
ing
publican
elected by the people France is at the head in wine con resents a preventable loss aggregating will relieve the governor or such em- use me, who blamed me for being
portion compared with its previous ministration
barrassment not to be nskeJ to ap- true to the people who pay my salary
records? In the highly ''progressive,' t,i obtain legislation which will he for sumption, the per capita allowance be- millions of dollars annually.
Just now there Is a tendency to- point department neacis and may alst and who are right, of a considerable
moral and advanced county of Sando- the benefit of the state as a whole ing nearly 40 gallons a year, while only
unortho-dox- y
to the fruard him against lh-temptation to number who think that my
val the only county in New uexicu i am lor ne unrai um iom .uu about 9
gallons of malt liquors are wards remedial action looking
The
systsip-atl- c which
are
with-jaand
Is
unpardonable.
Her
of
continuous
my
interests
the
Governor
time.
something
former
abstemious
not
Hagerman
the
is
adoption
county
consumed. France
without a newspaper,
maintenance and the great road fell during the legislative
session real live ones worked and voted for
I sincerely hope that the in strong drink, the average per head
out any court buildings of its own interests.
to when be offered offices, it Is said, in me, and I am very proud of It
the county in which school houses and Republican ticket and the Supreme being 1.81 gallons annually. Italy congress at Richmond is expected
I have no criticism whatever oi tne
next In wine consumption coordinate this part of the road move- return for legislative vote. It will
stands
churches are as few to the square Court may have been elected.
.
s
, . .
better alto be in the Intern's oi economy "vellow dog" Democrat who believed
tfl
31 6
as In Africa. There the reform-- cording to the latest returns I am
gallons, but is moderate in the ment, and help to bring about
to believe that all of the state use of malt liquors and distilled spir- raalnenance of roads throughout the and efficiency and the keynote of tho that an unfit Democrat was better hun(Jred and flft mllllon dollars of
made their greatest Inroads,
coma
than
desired
be
to
more
and
the
of
the
a gallon of the country.
exception
McDonald administration, it is
Tm dayg ater tne
its, averaging only
though there the Democratic victory ticket, with
It Is also expected that efforts will
petent and clean Republican. We haven count rate at Berlin had fallen to
of the whiskey bottle and otjernor, has been elected,
Is to be economy.
former and 4 gallon of the latter per
Kepuou-catwo-thirtne
in
more
bo
to
of
made
kind
will
be
that
The
and
partisans
uniformity
wholesale
develop
debauchery
legislature
head per year. Portugal, Spain
four per cent
bribery, of the
party, and they are going to hold
of voters. It is the county of which 'Republican which Insures tie election Switzerland belong In the same cate- In legislation passed by the various
"All of which shows how a great
NEW YORK AND MARYLAND.
onto a
adfor
back
to
the
who
most
this
show
and
nigh
o.'
state
two
United
country
Senators,
States
Northern
legislatures
lands.
have
complained
Democrats
of
gory
the
central bank can deal with a crisis.
In New
elections
the
result
of
The
bond Issues for road buildspell.
What would have happened here unbitterly up to two weeks ago and of will be In harmony with New Mexico countries generally are addicted to vantages ct
York and Maryland where the RepubMany criticised me for not using der like conditions? Perhaps another
which today they are the proudest interests at the National Capital.
beer rather than wine, but the more ing and maintenance.
to
decisive
made
ought
licans
gains,
certain
Reand
announc
Tbe official program, Just
describing
The results of the election would, spirituous beverages are rather evenIn what large precinct did the
of cash payments; another
vot- personalities
re- - no doubt, have been quite different
Not for Benny. suspension
well known facts.
a "National Day" at convince the Democrats that the
ed, includes
breakdown of the banking system;
ly distributed.
publicans sustain the severest
not to be fooled by the old I tried
are
ers
at
the
truth
of
of
all
the
be
which
will
dissatisfaction
President
bad
for
been
Taft
the
principal
it not
telling
verse to them? In tbe precinct
It is Interesting to note where mod
PollUcal tricks. They will not vote last county election, and the Demo- - another six or eight month, of busi
Among the speakers of the
eration In stimulating beverages most speaker,
Dawson, Colfax county, where the! within the Republican ranks of
ness doldrums because we haven't
uemocrauc
Vir-,"1- 6
the biggest majority to hit- be
of
was
will
Governor
crat.
1908
The
had
counties.
Sandoval
In
fournalillo
and
Mann,
a
has
day
high
majority
generally prevails. Canada
th(j &pparatug t0 meet a crisis. We
In that ticket for better gov- rerBuum i;;ttiiiiuT3nB,
hundred per cent greater than the local political feud existing In each of record in that respect. The per capi- ginia, Dr. Walter Page, editor 0f Pmlse
lory.
know we are rather more liable to
"uu .
are ln eclipse when the fiscal
and know-hoBursum majority. It Is the precinct those counties wa so bitter that the ta consumption of distilled spirits is World's Work; W. W. Flnley, Presl- conflagrations than any other
mounts in the voter'.
Railway com-- 1
spirit
In which according to the Democrats, Republicans completely lost sight of under a gallon a year, while less than dent of the Southern
- partisan
naUon. but we rely upon
In Maryland the Democratic organ!- breast.
There were some things I greatbut a volunteer bucket
61-- 2
the rottenest election methods have party issues and permitted their
gallons of malt liquors are dis- unity , uvuci bi vuicuinu u u ruuu t uu
brigade to
ing
acu8ed l 8tuffln
could have said that would have been
in which Slovacks, Poles, indices to prevail as against
party posed of and wine figures hardly at U presenting to the State of Delaware f"10"
them out,
to retain
pu
order
in
the
at
boxes
primary
were
boulevard
of a a 12000.000
me, OI
extending
principles and the beBt interests for all as a beverage, less than
pereuimi uaiuic
Crovacks, Hungarians, Italians,
power In that state. The Democrats
and would
voted Indiscriminately and wttnoui oe- - the welfare of the state as a whole.
gallon each for the population being across the state, and Congressman J. voted to rebuke organization politics have done no earthly good,
THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING.
1b
of
the
have
At
the
heart burnings galore.
caused
The
preof
vote.
Moore,
President
dissatisfaction
Good
to
a
of
It
Hampton
.
lug entitled
indulged In per year. Cape
GorMr.
own
iu their
although
party,
licked
The continued- Interest of the peoto
be
contest
feels
how
it
Association.
In
lantic
and
Democralc
Mr.
Its
which
on
abstemious.
the
more
Waterways
Deeper
telling
Otero,
Hagerman
cinct
Hope is still
m .rtrfiHm, .! "vtinni iw- - the- -, man, the candidate for governor, was It Is only fair to make some
ple of New Mexico ln tbe Good Roads
General Prichard cut very little figure people drink less than 11-of 1906 was mainly based.
gallons
1
with
the
identified
corrupt
pracmovement Is - exemplified In Luna
Both sides practically agree that in the results of the election, and ot beer, 1
gallons of wine and a will be an "Engineers and Contractors
or me
leuu..
The citizens south ot Dem- One Is that I am the sorriest earn county.
Frank W. Clancy Is the Ideal citizen their opposition was like adding a little more than 2 gallon of distilled Dav." a "ManufRCturers' Section." "CO demandedorgammuou
Investigation of charg- nalener that ever went' before the Ing have raised $1500 for a road from
dew-droto the sea, but tbe dissatis- liquor apiece In a year. The Trans Road Users' Day" and "Association
ol New Mexico, the man above
es- There are certain set and Demlng to the southern portion of theabove suspicion. What did faction In Sandoval and Bernalillo vaal does about as well, drinking Day." The Governors of Virginia and
people.
In New York the vote was one of tiadltional necessities in this line and county which has been met by a $1500- Albuquerque do for its greatest citl counties, which was purely local In twice as much beer, a little more spir West Vlrglna have Issued a proclaWhen
the I haven't any of them.
contribution from the county com- the normal its and less wine. Australia Is not es mation for a "Good Roads Week" to repudiation for Tammany.
ien? It defeated him by an almost character, transformed
York last year
I can't Bet on a box and whittle, mlssioners and to which the Territory
vote. And In whose Republican majority of 2300 to about pecially abstemious In
beer and precede tbe Congress and the govern- - Democrats carried New
surrenderof
mistake
made the
I keep thinking all the time that it will add a similar amount. This now
favor? William R. McGIll, who repre- 1500 Democratic which means, that whiskey, but consumes little wine. No ors of other states would probably do
l"
road is the result of the satisfaction
"ethe Binsle"mu"1
is a sin to waste good time that-waBy concerted action, the ln
sented everything that was worst 1900 Republicans voted the Democrat pointed moral Is to be drawn from likewise.
of- Tam
excention
With
ic ticket, thus making a change in the these statistics without painstaking farmers of the various states
and that every sweater who so wastes with the road built north of Derainff
will
most uncouth, the lowest kind of
candidate
to
its
elect
failure
his time Is frittering away energy through the Sands by the Good Road
on either ticket, was given net results of 3800 votes, which would analysis, but much appears to depend show what can be accomplished ln ac- many's
Senator, that or- that could better be used ln the fields Commission of the Territory.
The
a tremendous majority In Bernalillo have elected tbe Republican candi upon the natural products ot the tual road building In one week's time. for United States
ganization bad Its way In legislation or at some useful work.
travel over this road has brought en
by more than countries and climatic conditions at
county. At the same time, Jesus Ro- date for Governor
and Governor DIx permitted Tammany
POWER OF MIND.
I can't drink whiskey,
i hate the additional amount of business to tha
mero, president of the Progressive 1000. This Influence was also felt affecting national temperament.
to dominate his administration.
taste of It and know Its effects too merchants of Demlng and has been
League, saw to It that he was elected In McKInley county, and probably re
Matter Is Inert, mind Is active. The
be
lost well to consider It anything except of great practical use to the farmers
The lesson ot course will
to the shrievalty. By what methods, duced the Republican
majority In MORE EFFICIENCY IN BANK D- form of matter Is changed by the cre-at'upon the Democrats of the country.
If I had to succeed by the of the Mimbres Valley. The road tomay come out later In the courts and that county by at least 300.
power of mind. There Is not an The Tammany wing of the party will poison.
IRECTORSHIP.
use of It in the conventional candi- - the south of the Windmill City, while
the story may astound the few real
excavation wrought by man, from a
next
national
ln
Its
politics
way
WILLIE DID IT.
date way I would never succeed In much longer, will serve more people
reformers that there are In New MexComptroller of the Currency Mur posthole to the Panama Canal, that hav
and will name the candidate for
and will make communication eaBier
ico.
being elected constable.
His own New York Journal says so. ray has Issued a printed pamphlet was not first created in tho mind of year
vote
of
last
Tuesday
The
president.
It Is Impossible for me to warm up for tbe farmers In the pumping see- In Santa Fe county, where the pro- It may be news to such hardworking containing a paper compiled from va man before it was
by the indicates what that party may expect
wrought
tlon of the Mimbres Valley.
sense
M.
to some blockhead who hasn't
gressive movement was conceived, and conscientious Democratic leaders rious sources and read by Samuel
muscles of man. The dome of Saint In the 1912" election,
The Carlsbad road has also proven
to wear union suits, and Jolly
.
a recent meeting of the na Peter's was
Mann
where It held its state convention, like Judge N. B.
at
enough
In
Arthur
Set
air by the
Laughlln,
swung
tional bank examiners ln Philadelwhere it made its headquarters, where Igman, W. B.
him, and beg him for his vote. About so profitable that the Chaves county
on
stood
of
who
before
was
It
Walton,
Angelo
phy
It struck Its bargain with the Demo- the
The title of the pamphlet Is thought,
Practically all of the New Mexico the
argument that appeals to authorities have asked and finally se- ramparts directing the fight, but phia.
sically accomplished. The paintings newspapers that came to hand yester- Buch only
a critter Is a whiskey bottle, a cured an appropriation for a similar
The Comptroller's Efforts to Secure of
cratic organizations, where live its the New York Journal would not
old
and
new
the
masters
tbe
exist
pub
bill, and the road through the sands east of Rosgreat leaders Hilario L. Ortiz, David lish anything bat the truth and here More Efficient Dlrectoral Control." In ed in the minds of the artists before day, some seventy of them, are will dirty Btore, a
Much of this country now
ing to forget the asperities of the party lash. I Just simply can't reach; well,
Gonzales, George Washington Pilch- is Willie's testimonial to himself as part It reads as follows:
a
was
to
brush
canvas.
The
applied
throws Its trade to the Texas' side
ard Richard H. Hanna, Levi A. voiced In the columns
campaign Just fought and counsel har this kind of a voter.
It In estimated that there are over Central Pacific
of his own, very
was
built
in
the
tfoad
spirit for I can't make the conventional po- while good roads would bring It Into-mony and a
600,000 stockholders ln our national
Hughes, Miguel A. Otero, there the own newspapers,
through the pens ot banks, and 9,225,000 depositors, while minds of Judah, and Stanford, and the upbuilding ot New Mexico. It Is litlcal harangue.
All the time my Roswell, Artesla, and Carlsbad. An- Republicans elected the most stand-pa- t bis devoted editors:
the affairs of the Institutions are con Huntington, and Hopkins, end the good counsel and should Include not mlnd is full of the beauty of this great other sand road Is to be constructed
ticket they have ever put up and
"The success of the Democratic
of the from Portales to CIovIb to bring those
trolled by nearly 62000 directors. Un- Crackers before a rail was laid on the only the newspapers but also the poli Blope. I keep on thinking
that by Increased majorities. Two of
leaders lost Party In New Mexico was due largely der the national banking act a stock mountainside. The mind of the car- ticians, There are leaders on each grandeur of the valley manhood as a two county seats into closer commcr- the great progressive
to the assistance given to it by W. K,
What Is best stout
holder's liability is double the amount penter telegraphs to the flexors and side who are planning retaliation, re rule, of the wonderful transformation cial relations.
the county by a big vote. That much
for the influence of the progressive Hearst," said Attorney Samuel Bell of shares held. On March 7, 1911, this extensors of his right arm to ralBe the prisals, but they should be curbed. It of the desert, Some little cottonhead, this good reads movement ! thut Misr
The governor and legislature can work to gone to sleep on his mother's arm, people seeing and appreciating
tho
movement in Santa Fe county and in Thomas, of No. 208 Broadway, secre- liability was, therefore, $2,023,140,646. hammer and strike the nail.
New Mexico.
Its Influence as a re tary of the New Mexico State Demo If to these figures be added surplus mind of the laborer directs his mus gether ln harmony, they should do it rises up the memories that are never, worV done by the territorial good;cratic
Campaign Committee, today:
I see some fellow roatts commission are resdy to conof $665,722,552, and undivided profits cles to lift the spude and dig the can- even though belonging to opposing po far from tears.
form movement was, and Is, nil.
"Mr. HearBt aided the party at a of $232,447,742. a total of $2,921,310,- al. Mind directs everything from the litlcal houses. If part of the officials with the warts of honest toll on his trl'ji-itoward extending more input-handSomething like half a million doltime
when
it
and
and patches on his pants, who ly the good roads sys'em planned,
appeared that it would 940 Is reached; and this measures the picking of a strawberry to the build- are Democratic
part Republican,
lars were spent by organizations and
for me
g
individuals in New Mexico to defeat be impossible to conduct a successful sum for the management of which di ing of an ocean steamer. The dollar that Is no reason why they should has proven his friendship
New Mexico Is to be the subject of
tbe Republican ticket. All the Impres- campaign. He sent a number of men rectors are responsible to stockhold of the capitalist, the labor of the work-e- r be at loggerheads ln an official way. these many years, and visions of how
sion that this vast sum made after from his Los Angeles paper to New ers, Just as the deposits of $5,350,147.-63and the tools and machinery with Every patriotic citizen should help to to better his kind, and to make this another congressional Investigation!,
a life
the greatest campaign of villlflcatlon Mexico. They investigated conditions
something else than peonage, If the talk of the more ramuant Pro- represent the interest of deposit which he works are all merely Instru- make the McDonald administration
These greBslves and Democrats mean any
and mudsllnglng that accompanied it, and by means of newspapers publish- ors In having the banks soundly con- ments of production used by a direct- success, for New Mexico In a material spoils my political rhetoric,
was to gain a few hundred votes In ed In Spanish, let a large part of the ducted; while the sum of all the re ing mind. If a mllllon dollars in gold way, but prosperity ln a material way things keep slipping in, and as a re thing. They declare, when the House-meetare
polltlca. sult my effectiveness as a political
sources of $10,240,774,208 Is tbe meas and a warehouse full of machinery does not come If there
Sandoval county, to elect the Democratic- population know how the carpet-bagger- s
In a few weeks It will appoint an
-Progressive
were planning to carry the state ure of the country's Interest In the and tools were placed at the disposal bickerings and political feud.
ticket only In part
speaker is nit plus.
Investigating committee, Democratic,
I can't take the ground that every of course, to
banks."
by a few hundred majority.
of a thousand workers
The Re for the Republican party.
they could
investigate the alleged
In attesting the reports of condi not raise a potato or make a spool of
The unofficial returns have been tab- body who disagrees with me political- election frauds committed by the "Re.
"Systematic work to raise funds for
publicans on the other hand, gave
Some
or
knave.
a
fool
few
a
directors
Is
either
their candidate for governor, the the campaign was begun about three tion to the comptroller
cotton thread without a mind to order ulated and show that the Republicans ly
publicans," with the emphasis on the
have elected sixteen of the twenty-fou- r of the best men in tbe valley are Republicans, so that enough legislalargest vote ever received by any weeks ago. J. D. Hand, the Santa Fe realize the extent of their liability, and direct tbelr operations.
on
are
the
of
them
the
held
that
directors
Some
been
state
has
the
Democrats,
in
chairman
senate;
of the Statehood committee i;
members of
New Mexico,
Republican candidate
tors can be unseated and enough votes
Education and exercise Improve end
s
I wouldn't tear thrown
members Democratic ticket
elected
of the legislative and chairman of the finance commit- of an insolvent national bank are per- enlighten and make more potent the twenty-nin- e
of the torty-nln- e
out, to assure the election of
Senate and almost
of the tee of the New Mexico state Demo sonally liable at tbe suit of one pur mind even as exercise and diet and of the legislative house; the entire sue
Democratic state and county
"iT.-fZZtS- St
House, elected most of the county cratic committee, appealed to me for chasing such stock for damages sus- practice make more potent the mus preme court; two members of the
candidate and of two United States
tickets, the attorney general, the su help and advice. I told him that If tained by reason of the insolvency of cles of the body. The educated mind corporation commission and possibly beliefs, to vote for whom they please. senators. In other words, poor New
all the nominees, If they Mexico
Knowing
of
preme court, a representative in Con we were to get prompt help we should the corporation when the plaintiff is of Ben Hur, while
member
Congress
a
one
third,
will be in the unfavorable
working as a galgress and other officers, and gained lay the whole matter before Mr. Induced to make such purchase by ley slave, enabled him to escape tne iioeelbly the second member; the at prefer to vote for men who are un- limelight
again, and business prosperof Insolvency
who are unfit, It Is a matter
false representation
the two chief political prizes of the Hearst. That was done.
clean,
and
auditor
state
the
torney
was
general;
and
the lot of the
economio progress can take
ity
contained In the report made by tbe deformity which
li e j that they will sooner or later have to another
T
cumpalgn, the two United States
commissioner.
land
the
"Subsequently we sent out thouoar
indefinite vacation until hunby dally
settle with their own conscience,
bank to the comptroller of the curren- other workers at the
That certainly Is not de sands of letters to Democratic
gry politicians have had their revenge
gover cy and attested by the directors and changing sides. The intelligent labor- elected five of the eight district
feat, Is not even a reverse and dem- nors, congressmen, senators and
Taking it all ln all, I guess I am a or are
one of theBe, Herbert
although
Judges,
his
er
more
than
uninthe
satiated, or until after the presaccomplishes
I will never
failure as a candidate.
ln pursuance of law, even
onstrates thut New Mexico is firmly chairmen oi
F. Raynolds, ran on the Democratic
the county Democratic published
idential election clears the political
until
do
my
that
the directors were unaware telligent comrade by "taking advan- ticket.
la,
it
party
anchored In the Republican column committees in
again
though
atThey elected five district
the various states ad- that such
and representations tage" of his work.
calls upon me to do so.
and makes ridiculous the demand of
jacent to New Mexico. Through this were false reports
It Is the difference ln minds that torneys and most ot the county offiuntrue and were made
and
the 300 or so Progressives in New means
If there 1. anybody who tklnkB I
results do not
we were able to raise a fund
the
Aa Is
cials.
Altogether
ln
human
difference
the
deproduces
customary, the Domocratlo
to
or
deceive
without Intention
Mexico that the 28,000 loyal Republifor the have a sore spot toward anyone ln territorial central committee met bean
Indicate
victory
sweeping
to
handle
sufficiently
of
large
an
Armour
the
mind
cam
The
start,
fraud.
can surrender the party organization
will for
I
Chaves
hope
they
county,
e
Democratic-Progressivforces.
first-class
paign in a
manner. Conto them.
"It will no longer be possible for ing In life as a farmer's boy leads him allied
not for me. hind closed uoors at Albuquerque yes- In fact, there is not a candidate on get it. Political service is
tt wouldn't dn tn Intact ton much nf 'eray. 'ihe Republican central com- This makes apropos, the following gressman H. D. Flood of Virginia de- boards of directors to plead ignorance ln the direction of becoming a great
did
who
ticket
state
voted
the
of
much
his time and gave bis sustained by public opinion,
Republican
from Holm O. Bursum, at the end of
ny the captain of Industry and a multimilthe correct dope into that bunch at minee nas established the custom or
prestige to the Statehood committee. decisions of the courts, and by the rec lionaire. The dull Intellect of a work- not receive more votes than any Re- Santa Fe
a magnificent campaign
anyhow. The real mustard opening it. meetings to all comera
waged by him and he deserves much
candidate
Democratic
or
credit.
to overcome the slanders and the lies
ords of his own office, the comptroller er In the stockyards leaves him, after publican
Is better taken ln homeopathic doses. and In the due course of time, the
the
ln
received
ever
before
By
New
Mexico the
winning
has brought home to every director a lifetime of strenuous toll, in, the
which were hurled at him by mud batI am very grateful to those who sup. Democratic leaders will also recogparty has won two
bis duty and responsibility under the same condition that be was In when
teries and unprincipled politicians and
ported me, and Just as grateful to nize the wisdom and fairness of takNew
his
In
are
on
answers
,..exlco
also
All
file
has four
law. Their
the Upton
he was a young man.
those who didn't who are my personal ing the public into their confidence.
newspapers :
votes, and may be an Important department and he will know in the Slnclairs and Edwin Markhams and
leaders of both parties agree that friends outside of politic.
You can say that the- - election Is
How much the reform and progresover, and all good citizens will abide factor in the presidential election next event of a failure Just where to place Jack Londons and Prudhommes In the Sandoval county Is the most easily
If there is a man in Chaves county
world cannot write a stupid man Into purchased of all counties In New Mex- who I. satisfied with his Job, it is sive Ideas prevailed on the side can
by the result whatever it may be. The year. Because of that fact tho roanlt. the blame."
Issues were somewhat blinded on ac- In New Mexico are ot national imporI meant Just what be gauged from the fact that 28,009
brilliancy, a foolish man Into wisdom, ico. The reformers carried it big The Tenderfoot,
had all I said, that I would rather be a coun- - Democrats and Progressives voted for
count of personalities being made the tance.
New Mexico has elected several or an Ignorant man into knowledge, this time; the standpatters
At the next try editor than
"Most of the money for the cam women to be
paramount issue by the opposition.
president You serve Mcuiu for attorney general when
county school superin "It Is not ln our stars, but ln our- their own way last time.
election? Quien sabe? There are no all of the people, and you have an they had a chance to vote for Frank
New Mexico Is essentially a tariff palgn was raised outside of New Met tendents.
That Isn't sham progres-ivenes- s selves, that we are thus or thus,"
to peddle good W, Clancy.
endless opportunity
state, and had the people thoroughly Ico. The Democrats of that state had
There are sane minds and insane newspapers ln Sandoval county.
but the real thing.
Th
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Schnel, Artsla, Eddy county.
I
ONE HUNDRED MILLION
The articles of Incorporation were
DOLLAR8 WORTH OF MU8IC.
NOW IN
filed In the territorial secretary's ofHEW MEXICO POLITICS AND
fice 'today by the Southwestern MinAt Least That Much Capital Is Investing and Development Company, which
ed In Plants ManufacturBE
Is Incorporated at $2,500,000 with Its
REBEL HANDS
ing Instruments.
office In New Mexico at Anapra, Dona
Ana county, and H, A. Kezer Is its
Washington, D. C, Nov. 11. A pre
It was a moat acceptable change to after the broom corn and kafflr corn
Foot Ball and Basket Ball agent. The Elcompany still maintains listen
liminary statement of the general re- The
Extensive
Are
who
were
Fear of Excesses Kept
discussed
Improvement!
all
to
for
candidates
worth,
an office in
they
Paso, Texas. The cap
sults of tbe Thirteenth Census of es
Games Are Planned Durital stock; consists of 25,000 shares at their stand upon the vital issues InAgain we say, bully for the San Jon
to Be Made Here in
tablishments engaged In the manufacin a Nervous
Populace
$100 each and the company begins stead of slinging mud at the other Valley and Its
people and
ture of musical Instruments, pianos
ing Convention
the Spring
Strain
Fair
Association! Obar
business with $3,000 capital, consist men In the race. Prescott Journal hustling
and organs, and materials, was issued
,
Progress.
ing of thirty shares, subscribed to by Miner.
today by Census Director Durand. It
one
each
El
owning
Pasoans,
MORE MONEY FOR TREASURY thirty
SPARKSMAY REMAIN contains summaries1904which give the BUT QUIET WAS RESTORED
If W. H. Andrews 18 not entitled sidelights on the Reform Movement.
share. The company will do a gener
and 1909, and
general figures for
when O. A. Larrazolo left the num.
al mining and real estate business to a seat In the U. S, Senate, who
compare the principal products by
for the land sakes Is? There would ocratlo party to Join the Republicans
for
Admission.
Applies
kind
and quantity. The report was
Bloodhound Story of Wounded
if It ne gave ag his chief reason for
He Say That Better Telephone
American and Ens; ish Gun and
The Bankers Life Company of Des not have been any senators
doing
prepared under the direction of WilDeen lor AnarewB.
Indian Now I Discounted
ueming B0 tne fct that the Mexican people
Facilities Will Be
Moines, Iowa, today applied to the In hadn't
liam M. Steuart, chief statistician for
Torpedo Boats Arrive in
show
no
siood
with
the
Graphic.
Democratic
surance Department for admission,
Guaranteed.
By Police.
manufactures, Bureau of the Census
Harbor.
the
Deraocras
had
that
no
use
(party,
This company Is a continuation of
The figures are subject to such revi-- 1
Run or Ruin?
for them except to get their votes.
Association
which
Life
the
Bankers
slon
furas
a
be
after
may
has
:
Mills
necessary
Governor William J.
ap
Uncle Kline is too good a newspa-- while the Republicans treated
the! The Santa Fe Telephone Exchange
Amoy. China, Nov. 14. The Repubthe assessment plan, the
wag
has been sold to the Mountain States ther examination of the original re lican
pointed Johnson Allen of Clayton, new upon
waves over the city toa full fledged per man to ruin in politics. Most any. Mexicans fairly. The truth of Mr.
company
becoming
of
ports.
Dawson
B,
and
Union county
can be Senator, but Just anybody Larrazolo's statement was nroven in Telephone and Telegraph Company
Harry
day. There Is no disorder, tbe shops
mutual company upon the legal re- body
In'
The
shows
summary
general
a
notaries
run
Lincoln
of
cannot
as
better
known
unil
on election
newspaper. Lordsburg
the "Bell
remain nnpn
Carrlzozo,
county,
there la & general
Denver,
successfully
day. When
serve basis.
with It Kline. Morlarty Republl- - the ballots were counted It was found System," and as a result, extensive creases in all the items at the census feeU
of reHefi Early m, afternoon,
public.
No recent event In life Insurance Stay
of 1909 as compared with that for
Land Entries.
that on six of tbe Democratic ballots Improvements will De made to the 1904.
cr0WQB began t0 aBBemble for a con.
d
attenhas attracted more
five per cent of the Democratic votes, telephone business In Santa Fe,
ference with the revolutionary lead- The following are the land entries tion then the move of the Bankers
LenThere were 507 establishments
-,
Faith In Bursum,
The deal was put through Wednes
At 2:30 o'clock, the
every Mexican name on the ticket had
.at the Santa Fe land office: Ellas Gar Life Association In going upon a legai
We do not now and never have be-- been scratched off.
There were no day, following thirty days negotiation gaged in this industry in 1909 and 444 Quenkai, flying the dragon flag, cast
cla, Canyon; Charles N. Hare Bloom' reserve basis and amending its char
in
14
an
Increase of
1904,
per cent.
on- ner nne, anj steamed out of the
field; Edwin R. Lane, Naranjos; Tom ter to be known as the Bankers Life lleved any of the things charged Republican tickets marked In this between Ishmael Sparks, proprietor
The capital Invested as reported In harbor. Then about 1.000 revoiutlon- satis-- ' way.
Larrazolo had the situation and founder of the Santa Fe company
Robinson, Shoemaker; Celestlna Mar Company for that purpose. The old against H. O. Burs ira. We are
1909
was
a
of
$34,one
and representatives
$103,234,000,
of the Denver
gain
sized up.
j rightly
ita formed In line and marched to
tinez, Shoemaker; Edward M. Har contracts are to be kept apart and in fled that he was the victim of
When the election, board counted company, Including Philip Hamlin, as- - 762.000, or 61 per cent, over $68,482,- - the walled city, where they raised
of the most heinous cabals of mis- rington, Albuquerque; Teodoro
force under the provisions so long
000
In
1904.
to
The
coun'the
the
rlstant
votes
com
In
of
average
capital per the republican emblem over the Tao- that
president
Lordsburg Tuesday night
N.
representations and calumny the
Vlllaneuva;
Josephine
governing and no liens are to
establishment
was
approximately tai's palace at 2:55 o'clock. Siraulta- Thompson, Wagon Mound; James F. placed on them to give them a legal try has ever known. We supported instead of, as It has been the custom, pany, which is capitalized at $50,$204,000 In 1909 and $154,000 In 1904.
were dls- him loyally from beginning to end, taking one vote at the time out of the 000,000.
neously a few
.Jncobson, East Las Vegas; Anne Rat-lif- , reserve basis.
I Played 'n other
Speaking of the deal Mr. Sparks
and have no apologies to make. Ros-- ! box, and reading It off to the tally
Value of Products.
quarters of tbe city.
Los TanoB, Guadalupe county.
Postal Changes.
clerks, they took all tbe ballots out declined to Btate the consideration
well Register Tribune.
The value of products was $89,790.- - Many Japanese and white flags also
For the Treasury.
The following postal changes are
and separated them Into straight which he said was not for publication 000 in 1909 and $06,093,000 In 1904, appeared. The excitement that pre-a- u
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J, Pa- - announced for the southwest: Robert
Democratic, straight Republican, split but he added:
Malicious and Venomous Warfare,
in crease of 123.697.000. nr 36 Der ceda tn change of government was
len has received the following sums S. Ross has been appointed postmas"The telephone subscribers of San- cent. The
Mr. Bursum Is the victim of as ma Democratic and split Republican piles
average per establishment Qu'ly allayed. Fear of excesses had
for the treasury:
Game and Fish ter at Fort Hancock, El Paso county, licious and venomous a warfare as and counted each pile separately, ta Fe, who number 450 and all future was
tne Popu'ace In a nervous state.
approximately $177,000 in 1909 kpt
"Warden Thomas P. Gable, $240; Rey- - Toxas.
an
will
which
enabled
check
the
subscribers,
ror even" aa' "
benefit of and $149,000 in 1904.
Independent
get
"as Deen no
was ever waged against any man an
as earth. The
this
some
mundo Romero, treasurer
of Tor- to
transaction
InformaIrven O. Carroll Is appointed
er
which
will
mean
interesting
get
that The cost of materials used was ll"a" government, ana tne mainten
only wonder Is that he
how
extensive
were
the
votes
Tance county, $403.47; W. B. Wagner, postmaster at Arno and Henry T. did so well. The
ance
tion
be
on vol- will
oi
improvements
nnn
made
order
regarding
7t?e
punuc
devolved
.n.
I, iam
plain, unvarnished
(...
of San Juan county, $376.97; Celso I.avelle at Balmorhea, both In Reeves truth about political conditions In split. There were 39 straight Repub for their interests. The telephone iaemnn i iom
... m unteer guards recruited from the best
"
families. Sunday, representatives of
Xopez, $301.27; E. Pinney, of Berna county, Texas.
New Mexico Is bad enough, as It is lican votes, and 62 straight Demo system will be extended, new capital 77s!nnn or kb
eet m .Hetti tne
conservative element who favored
Turley, San Juan county, New Mex about the political conditions of any crallc votes; there were 28 Bpllt Re will be brought here early In the . i,
lillo, $787.21; JackBon Agee, of Grant
county, $1034.52; J. D. Martinez Jr., of ico, has been discontinued and the state in the Union, but It has done publican votes and 59 split Democratic
ter into the products of the establish- J" temT.7
route
the
to
and
sent
now
Blanco
votes. Of the split Democratic votes
Taos county, $98.62; Alexander San trail
city,
this new state of ours no good to rep
ment for
census year there ere In- attempts to
the rad- doval, of Sandoval county, $139.63; fiom Blanco to Aztec changed to be resent those conditions as infinitely there were six that had the name of
of
eluded
fuel, rent
power and heat, lca,
Mexican on the ticket scratched
the
Chris Ralthel of Luna county, $35.73 gin at Turley,
worse than they really are merely for everyand no name
and mill supplies.
new
is
postB.
the
Johnson
Cecil
render
of
off,
over
the
revolutionthe
to
them,
pasted
city
Camillo Sanchez, of uuadalpe county,
of gratifying somebody's
The value added by manufacture
... ,
mnster at Sawyer, Valencia county, the purpose
There were no such Republican splits.
...M lt wo. , .
$305.99. Total: $3,723.41.
or
was
ambition
In
1909
and
something
political
$40,765,000
$38,106,000 tne radica,8 were ,n control
Two men voted for Stroup against
New Mexico, and Darry V, Winn- Is
an0 alarm.
m ivvt,
Skipped Bond.
lucrease 01 (,SU9,wtt, Or ed at the IMWSlbllltv of n,nh ml. Tin.
the new postmaster at Havener, Car worse. It will take a long time to White. Four voted for Ervien against
Mounted Policeman C. F. Lambert
the
Mexico's
name
of
New
clear
good
.urn
.Lcui iuiutcu oi irei tal Chane fled to Hnne Knnir ThrAu.h.
i
Emerson. Three men voted for Judge
ry county, New Mexico.
arrested Joseph Fresquez on the
cent of the total value of products in out the
Theron H. Greene has been appoint stain put upon It by such methods of Farker against Burkhart. Seven men
night a feeling of uneasiness
it
190S and 68 per
charge of assaulting Bonifacio Moya ed as postmaster at Bellevue, Gila political warfare. Socorro Chieftain. voted for Hugh Williams. One voted
in 1904. Tbe prevailed and this was Increased this
with a deadly weapon. Fresquei was county, Arizona.
value added by manufacture repre- - morning by a rumor that th well.
for George Armljo. Ten men voted
Andrews at Socorro.
brought to Raton for a preliminary
senis tne ainerence Between the cost of the city had been poisoned by
for Murray. Eight men voted for
Land Report for October,
Delegate W. H. Andrews was a vis Goodell. Thlrty-flv- e
hearing, put "under bond and now It
ui materials useu ana me value 01 Manchus from Foo Chow.
men voted for
Fred Muller, receiver of the
Major
An
Mr.
appears that he Jumped his bond and Santa Fe land office, has made his re itor in Socorro yesterday.
McCabe.
Thirteen men voted for
prouuetg arier me manutacturing pro- However, as the day nroirressed.
drews was enthusiastic over the pros Percy Wilson. Seven voted for Hamil
the police are looking for him.
cesses have been expended upon the republican leaders showed that
port for the month of October show
and
of
development
prosperity ton. Three voted for Major Rockhlll.
Reports received here show that the ing that land business has not fallen pects
them. It is the best measure ot the they had their followers well in hand,
that had come to New Mexico as a re Two voted for Lamb. Fourteen voted
Indian who was arrested recently In off. The report is as follows:
relative Importance of Industries.
and the popular fear gave way to a
of
sult
slatebeen
her
having
Bouthem
Grant
and
of
granted
the
for Farnsworth.
The
Seven voted for
miscellaneous
part
county
expenses sense of security. The arrival of the
Original entries 45; average 6792.49 hood. He said
the
that
who told weird tales of bloodhounds
prospects
Feb-nmr-v
Downs.
Seven
American
voted
to
for Shipley.
amounted
cruiser Saratoga, the monl- $8,672,000 In 1909 and $7,acres; money $699. Entries "Act
pursuing him and whose shoulder
138,000, In 1904, an increase of $1,- - 'or Monterey and the gunboat Quiros
19" 14- - ftcreaee 3061.33: money were "bully" and that the develop Five voted for W. S. Cox. Six voted
showed a bullet wound, was the man $249.81. Entries, "Act June 22 1910," ment of the new state's Immense agrl for Cramer. Twenty voted for Rltter.
21
and
the
British
or
Miscellane534,000
per cent.
torpedo boat destroy-ou- s
mineral, and other resources Four
who was shot in a saloon brawl
voted
for
expenses include rent of factory ere Jenus and Virago, this morninsr.
6; acreage 881.36; money $88. Final cultural,
bloom
to
would be sure
make her
Hughes, and eight voted for McKee.
or works, taxes, and amount paid for neipea to restore confidence.
Eilzabethtown, Colfax county some etilrles 44; acreage 6640.63;
money
a rose. Speaking of his fight for Two men voted for Walton and MurRebels Attack Nankin.
weeks ago. But the Indian's Identity $2KG-88- .
contract work, as well as such office
Soldiers Additional Entries like
he
the
said
senator
that
statehood,
San Francisco, Calif. Nov. 14. Pro-ray, thus losing the vote. Two voted
still remains unknown.
and other expenses as can not be
1; acreage 40; money $8. Mineral
never
so much pun for W. S. Cox as commissioner in the
before
underwent
I vaea witn tne arms and ammunition
Entertainment for Teachers,
elsewhere classified.
1; acreage 11; money $10.
ishment as when he tried to Induce second district.
One man voted for
Ior wwcn thr bave been waiting for
I8HMALL 8PARK8.
a.i-.i- ..
fees, $158.12. Cancella members of
Secretary R. F. Asplund of the New Testimony
u,
to
the
senator.
McCabe
Congress
grant
scratchmen
for
Two
Mexico Educational Association stat tions, $4. Commuted homestead en
,nH,
The salaries and wages .mntea
boon and found them very generally ed McGrath's name but did not vote
ed today that arrangements have been tiles, 18; acreage, 2836.07; money, opposed
to $28,314,000 in 1909 and $22,255,000
to
It
under
unless
tor
offering
Farnsworth.
cabie
On
the
day
Republican
readvice
made for a football game between the $"544.97. Excesses 3; acreage 18.39; conditions
spring and the telephone exchange in 1904, an Increase of $6,059,000, or
that they thought we would scratched
bv
tlcckets there were ten will
Hew Mexico Normal University and money $22.98. Isolated tract sales 3; not
be enlarged. Better accommoda 27 per cent.
Mr. Andrews returned to votes for McDonald.
.
accept.
cltv.
this
voted
Two
The
for
Origi$315.98.
246.38;
money
acreage
the University of New Mexico next
tions in every way will be given
The number of salaried officials imDerii
Socorro Tergusson.
One voted for Lucero.
hnM hM
mon- Albuquerque this afternoon.
Mr. Sparks admitted that he may and clerks was
Thursday afternoon at St. Mlchael'i nal desert entries 1; acreage 40;
3,565 in 1909 and 2,722 the Purple Hills and that
One voted for Burkhart against Judge
acre- Chieftain.
Final
desert
entries
4;
$10.
ey
their posl- at
3:30 o'clock.
continue to remain with the com ,11
College, beginning
u
i
Parker.
01
voted
luwwiBc vi
One
for Owen for cortrvi vcul
ion is aesperate.
There will be a basketball game be- age 596.07; money $596.07.
pany as the Santa Fe manager.
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SACREDNE8S OF THE BALLOT,
To the average citizen it must have
suoeared for a long time that too
much is said about political dishonesty
or else too little Is done about It.
The professional
politicians, who
are inclined to the narrow and benighted view that they are waging a
sort of war of the clans, and that all
is fair in war, appear to regard It as a
part of the game to charge widespread
and wholesale fraud whenever an
election is held.
But this sort of thing sinks deeper
than the politicians appear to realise.
It creates the Impression that all men
lu public life are dishonest, and that
the power and meaning or the nanot
are being reduced to a mockery,
It should be borne In mind at all
times that the ballot In America la the
citizen's weapon of defense. It is the
one thing that insures Mb equality
It Is a thing to be
with other men.
discussed and regarded honestly and
' ' ' :.-.'.tv,.-...seriously."- 'For this reason, charges against
the purity of the ballot whloh may
be wholly Justifiable in many Instancesshould be made only by those
who are In possession of facts and
evidence.
If dishonest elections are possible,
trose who are responsible should be
subjected to the severest punishment
If dishonesties
known to the courts.
are not positively known to exist, it
is the duty ot the thoughtful citizen
to defend the ballot as an Institution,
and to challenge every statement to
the effect that it is merely a reed
which the people have come to regard
as a staff.
,

HUNDRED TEACHER8
ATTEND 26T,H CONVENTION.
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men, but she understood that ber sue- cosb In war and In poace would de- pend on developing to the fullest ex- tent the values of those she did have.
She gave the children an interest in
things, and adjustment to environment and large mental and material
results followed. We have reaBon to
believe that the history of every other
nation that fully develops its human
resources, will repeat the history of
'.
Germany and Japan."
Examine Conditions,
The speaker then declared that "the
problem of the hour is the child and
bis relation to the pubiio welfare.
The world seems moved by a common
impulse to examine Into the condl
Common
tions affecting children.
schools, compulsory attendance, child
of,
neglected, and.
labor, the protection
.children and the reforms.
tion of juvenile delinquent, have be-- .
come so intertwined by their . inter- ests, that It is now practically Impos- slble.to separate the general, treat.
ment of one from the other. In all
matters, our country takes a
leading part. All nut seven states,

000 bond.
WETHERILL MURDER CA8E
Superintendent Shelton of-SOON TO BE TRIED, fered to secure tap ndlan signers, but
objection was maa that the Indians
Navajo Indian Who It Accused of could not be held responsible, though
many of the Navajos are wealthy.
Bloody Deed Pleads That Hs
Aoted In Self Defense,
Finally Superintendent Shelton convinced the authorities that the Indian's sense of honor alone would be
(Denver Republican.)
One ot the most unique cases ever sufficient to Insure his appearance at
coming to trial in the West will Boon trta Tne Navajo was released prao- fx, heard at
San Juan county, tlcally on his own recognizance, and
when a Navajo Indian, who has been
tne greater part oi a year has' been
Practically at liberty "on honor" for at mrty.
more than a year, will present himself
8 000 Indlan, under my
..Ther(J
to 06 trled ,or the lyl
ot Hicham care la,d
Buperntendent Shelton.
resl-- ,
a
Wetherill, formerly
jiey are loodi Dad Bnd indifferent,
flen,t of southwestern Colorado.
but there Is not one of them who
a, a wouM
T
I"d'an
falJ
NaYaSo i, aot.
j(,t
Navajo, who a year ago shot
T
NayaJ()s M
mQgt hon
Wetherill one of the best known
the. most moral peo- nd ft traders in the southwest The
of
ndlan was In Jail
and shrewdtFa 'business deal,
brt h. was released with sharp

ence of a nuir er bf other veteran
educators who have been Identified
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
with hls association during all or
FRANK &TURGES,
PAUL A. F WALTER
most of its existence, loyal to It, and
Vloe President
Editor and President
The fact
the cause It represents.
CHAS. M. 8TAUFFER,
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
that less than en por cent ot the
Genera! Manager.
Secretary-Treasureteachers in the United States are regularly enrolled In state associations,
Entered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe Postoffloe.
enhaB
Mexico
and that New
more
rolled
than twenty per
,
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
cent of hers In bur association the last
$2.60
$ .25 Dally, six monthB, by mall
Dally, per week, by carrier
few years, Is a remarkable testimony
1.00
75 I Weekly, six months
Dally, per month, by carrier
to the ability of these leaders in de2.00
. .66 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by mall
educational
the ( iproper
60
veloping
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mall
years ago there
spirit. Twenty-liv- e
was nothing worthy the name of a
,V v OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
public Bchool system In New Mexico,
The New Mexican Is the bldest newspaper In New Mexico, , It Is sent to
Four years before the birth of this as
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
sociation, the legislature authorized
pledged they am not to be budged
'hat he
the InteJ'taent and progressive people of the Southwest. ; .
the organization of school districts,
caB"
l"
For month he has Warned about the Irom la
and, the support of schools by pubiio
or this Navajo- all I Vant to see Is
asncT grounds at Shlnrock " wlttf
.
,
thB
e
serious-thesmoney, but the act was unpopular,
aone.
He
realizes
nothing tb 'prevent his escape to the Justice
,
the school laws were not printed,
mountBina
d,Btan
where he would ness of his offense-- but I am just as
about fifty per cent ot the Inhabitants
eluding the sure that he will not try to escape as
over ten years of age could not read, so"
poTe forTar. But the In- - that the tu will come up tomorrow.
flaw
and our work began when there were
whfch is nIw Mexico? have
mecahnlca are earning $1800 a year,
"as no thought of escape. He Even If he knew he would be hanged,
BOOST FOR THE FARM.
less than two hundred schools, end
has given his word, and the word of he would act as he Ib acting today.'
on
restrictions
child
educational
Have not the people been giving too and mere political office holders
about fifty school buildings. History
The friends of the slain tader claim
a Navajo is something stronger than
much attention In past years to the $2,500 to $3,000 a year, then the more
indicates that we organized before labor;- and all but three, one of which cha'n or iron bars. It was the tecog-- that they can show .'iat the killing of
teachers
and skilled
an
under
establishes
Is
ours,
age
upbuilding of our urban centers? experienced
school
our
cities owned
prop
any of
ot thli "'eh sense of, honor Mr Wetherill was unprovoked and
which
Both the federal census and the crop should receive sums that compare
employments are for- - nltlon
au- - that the Indians terrorized the
erty, or the territory built Its first ed- bidden. specific
But it is be-nnr nt the
ricii itiiml dcD&rtment t favorably with these.
family
Much good that has been ac- - among Indians that prompted the
ot
No
school
ucational
institution.
to re- - 0f the murdered man and drove off
thorlties
of
Juan
San
county,
indicate a situation that Is far from cause the teachers do not take that
is
result
of
the
accidental
compllshed
at
was
maintained
higher learning
IeaB0
round about
for the white stock after the crime had been com-th- e
upon a way to Improve
reassuring. The farm development Is' interest in the community
state expense, 'though the Sisters ot ly stumbling
that the muted. The trial promises to be one
not commensurate with the growth ot mem, Because iney ao noi mane iuemchild, by those who know little men of the southwest realize
Brothers
Loretto
'Christian
a
and
as
the
an
'word, once given, la never, ot tn8 moBt absorbing ever fought in
organization,
our cities and towns, except in such selves felt as
or nothing of psychology and kindred red
had established a. chain of great and
hroken. ,
the oourts of the Southwest, but no
undeveloped commonwealths as New class, that they are not paid what they
Many methods of treatment
noble church schools from Las Cru- subjects.
Mexico.
Unless the drift is turned snouid receive in mese oays or nigu
educa- Oklahoma Indian Who Also Returned matter what the outcome it Is not
condemned
are
by
rightfully
to
ces
our
near
southern
of
boundary
and
standards
wages
there
to
higher
prices
the country
at Time Promised. ,.
from the cities
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Nunez and four others managed to escape, however, and In their search
for a Spanish settlement they crossed to the western coast, being the
first European to make the Journey
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City next year. Why should not San- fields, and how enger the home people
two years I was In bad shape from
and his companions were members mounds and arranged the cliff houses are concluded.
were
to
This
Institution?
read
those
this
letters?
have
Fe
of
ta
erected
and
the
five
out
quaint temples
on
of an expedition which set
backache and kidney trouble and when
The committee held a conference In
s
has a "garden of Eden" to offer
come the
Every man In New Mexico who re-- University of Minnesota Has
Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to
ships In command of Don Panfllio Nar- Mexico and Yucatan, Then
an effort to map out a plan for the city
drawn Captain Pickering From
"back
such
In the way of pure air, pure water
a
exnewspaper
and
ceremonies
the
of
traditions
Barrameda
de
Lucas
from
San
vaez
my notice, I resolved to try them. I
hearings and will holu a second meal- and cloudless skies as well as freedom home" can do his share and a big
Wisconsin Game,
a box and they not only
and reached America on April 14, tant Indians, leading back Into a sort
rrocured
from the noise and clatter of a great share to help advertise the new state. .
of unwritten history, and assisting to ing tomorrow,
coast
of
Flo
the
east
on
drove
1528, landing
away backache, but regulated
In its metropolitan deWrite the letter to your "back
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 15. The the
the Spanish chronicles and
throbbing
city
was
Nunez
oplaln
near
Bay.
Tampa
rida,
passages of the kidney secretions
YACHT OF ALVINA IS
home" paper right away, while the University of Minnesota has with
velopment.
and toned up my entire system."
treasurer and high sheriff of the ex the discoveries of General Pike and 8TEAM
to
AMONG
THE
New
MISSING.
of
admission
Mexlcos
Work
drawn
Here.
the
and
The
from
Order's
tradAmerican
subject
Captain
officers
other
Pickering
to
army
pedition, but this did not seem
For sale ty all dealers. Price 50
Mr. Koch and Mr. Davy are Inspect- the Union Is fresh in the minds of the Wisconsin game on Saturday and laserve him In good stead, for he was ers who went In the 19th century inFoster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
Nov. 14. The steam ing the field force of their order in people throughout the country. The ter will make a thorough lnvestlga- - cents.
Minn,,
Duluth,
borders
to
unlimited
of
Jefferson's
the
wrecked, like the others, and after
New York, sole agents for the United
owned by Thomas F. this country and they come here from "back home" paper will print it glad- - tlon of his standing.
Alvlna,
Minnesota
also
and
lands
yacht,
Mexican
the
Louisiana
and
the
of
the ships
the loss of most
Cole of Duluth, has not yet reported the Pacific slope.
The order In New ly.
This is a work in which every will ask Wisconsin
to investigate States.
death of Don Piinnlo, Nunez and many which Polk's war gave to slavery, but her whereabouts
and early Inquiries Mexico 1b but a year old yet it has man and woman who recalls such a charges against
Remember the name Doan's and
and
Wllmot
Moll,
which
Benton,
Tandberg,
Fremont,
were
capof
the
expedition
others
to give any trace of her. a beneficiary memrjersnip oi isu paper oack nome ' can neip.
take no other.
MacKnimer ana Hoffel.
Indians and held as slaves. Abraham Lincoln rescued for freedom,, today fulled
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Lady Baltimore Cake

OCTOBER WAS COLD
MONTH

IN TERRITORY.

UNCLE

SAM'S CEMENT
PRODUCTION BREAKS RECORD.

A pleasant and easy way to

The Most Popular Cake This Saasoa Precipitation
Greater statement of United States Geological
Was Much
Than Is Usual Rule at This
Ars. Janet McKeneu Hill, Editor of
Survey Shows Phsnomenal
toe tsosion iiwsir ixwwi mtigutTK
Tlmt of Year.
Growth of Industry.
This is oi nsidered by many cooking
averoe
The month of October, 1911,
authorities the finest cake that can
Ten years ago the production ot
niaile, though in reality it is not at all aged considerably below the normal portlani ceraent for the first time
difficult.
In temperature, and much above in pasged
mark,
tne in,0OO,000-barre- l
C Lady BaltlmoM Caka
The deficiency In tem- - 8ll0ffinsr an increase of 2.000 per
precipitation.
rein tocuriug her services for the
NOVEMBER
11, 1911.
SATURDAY,
One cup butler; 2 cups granulated
excepthe
.was
with
10
over th8 pr0(juction of
perature
general,
years
J, E, Clark, superintendent of pub. ception."
sugar; t cup milk; 1 teaspoonful rosts Hon of the southern half of Eddy, and preVi0WB am the
giant strides that
water;
lie Instruction, arrived last night from
cufsjiour; 3 level teaspoon-ful- 6 In Dona Ana and soutneast
uhu
whites
13
jn,
been
the industry were
of
ma(le
hai
,1911.
C Baking lmder;
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
Santa Fe and spent several hours
beaten dry.
Even this produc-currecounties, where a slight excess oo- vfoy remarked.
here. Albuquerque Herald.
Attorney A, C. Vorhees of Raton Is eggs,
The deficiency exceeded ,0. wal g;nai carnDared with that
Cream the butter and beat In the sugar
Warden Cleofes Romero has return- at the Montezama Hotel.
three times, three degrees a day in Santa Fe, of the nnesont dav. In mm. according:
is visiting gradually. Sift together,
Miss Nellie Harrison
ed from San Miguel county where he
add
and
the flour and baking powder,
northern Colfax and northeast Kio Ar- - t0 the report on cement by Ernest F.
lielped roll up a good majority for the friends lu Albuquerque,
to the butter andsuRar, alternately with rlba counties, and two degrees a any
Burchard, of the United States Geo-IGumm
to
of White Oaks, the milk and rose water, lastly, ana
bottom.
Mrs. Robert
.Republican ticket, top
central San Miguel and Mom, i0gcai Survey, the production of Port- For full particulars
Prlch-ard- .
cake
the egK whites. Bake in three-laye- r
Judge and Mrs. A. J Abbott left Is the guest of Mrs. George W.
ana
pans. Put the layers together with the Guadalupe, Chaves, Bernalillo also jan(1 cement reached the enormous
this forenoon for their home In the
counties,
Socorro
ta o 76,540,951 barrels, with a value
following frosting. a
C. L. Pollard, the Espanola business
Rlto de los Frljoles after spending
Notk The cms is Inrire one and selli at south-CentrGrant. Warm weather of $ng,2OE,800. This Is equivalent to
the week as guests of Judge and Mrs. man, has for the present taken up his Wonicu'a Kicbaun lor 11 JU.
me
ot
prevailed at the beginning
12,986,152 long tons, valued at $5.25 a
residence in this city.
address Desk
E. C. Abbott.
month and continued to the 6th; a (
k ig an iiicrea8e over the output
Judge N. B. Laugh.' n and Mayor Ar- The Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, archfrom
occurred
warm
nearsecond
for 1909 of 11,558,520 barrels, or
period
to thur Sellginan went to Albuquerque
bishop of Santa Fe, has returned
the 10 to 15th, and a third on the am Iy 18 per
anl an increaB8 fn
New York city after visiting Chica on a political mission.
occurred
cool
and
while
periods
va)ue of $15,347,446, or more than 29
25th,
ot the office of the
the
Fe
Frederico
Santa
for
Lrfpes
start
He
will
go.
from- the 7th to 9th, 16th to iia ana per
A paeial offer open to those who write at one.
Tn, increage alone Is great.
county treasurer, went to Las Vegas
latter part of the month.
26th to the close of the month. The er tBan the total output 0f Portland
The Saturday Card Club Is the on Saturday to visit relatives.
the warmest cement In 1900. '0 addition to Port- second was generally
on
Delegate to Congress William H
guest of Mrs. S. Spl" st her home
Frosllorf for Lady Baltlmort Caks
day, and the 21st or 22nd were tne lari(i cement there was also nroduced
AndrewB will be In Santa Fe tomorEast Palace Avenue.
Thrt cu fit gnxKKhted snrar: I atp hotting coldest, although the 29th was also a la8t year x.13939 barrels of natural
at Socorro
tgsst Irup cMttppfd tutsms; 1
The Thirteen Card Club is being row. He spent yesterday A. J.
of cement and 95,961 barrels of puzzolan 30IL SURVEY OF
AVIATOR FOWLER HAS
0.
SJixt cut i thim liieei. day that averaged cold, Becausechopped
0. S. Bodenheusen and
,p
entertained this afternoon by the
time. A cement, a total of 77,785.141 barrels.
PUGET 80UND BASIN.
ALIGHTED IN EL PASO.
St.
of
salesmen
clothing
Stir the sugar and water until the even cool weather at that
Misses Berpere at their home on
stations
steady Decrease In Price.
Joseph. Mo., are at the Palace Hotel. sugar is dissolved, then let boil without few of the higher northern 7th or
Grant Avenue.
The price of Portland cement In Large Area of Rolling Uplands and He Hal Been Stranded In Sand, FifW. B. Freeman, In charge of the stirring until the syrup from a spoon had a killing fros' on the 6th,
Gus Koch and M. A. Stanton, manBroad Alluvial River
teen Miles West of El Paso,
spin a long thread; pour upon the 8th. but generally killing frost did not 1910 was as low sb 73 cents a barrel
hvdrogTaphlc work In this part of the will
beaten
of
the
un
whites
ager and lessee ot the Elks' opera
dry,
eRRS,
beating
for Eight Days.
occur over the northern counties
Valleys.
some
El Paso.
in
for
the
the
for
left
last
average
places,
night
recountry,
'
meanwhile.
Continue the til
house in Santa Fe, respectively,
constantly
and
El
central
Paso, Texas. Nov. 13. After be.
the 16th and over the
united States betn 89.. cents a bar- until the frosting is cold; add
turned to their home In the capital Texas.
beating
S.
V.
The
of
a
Agricul
In the sand fifteen mllej
Department
stranded
1.
southern until the 23rd, giving long
in jggo the average price was
lng
John W. Roberts, executive clerk of the fruit and spread upon the cake.
city this morning. Albuquerque Her the
west ot Kl Paso for eight days, Aviaover $2 a barrel and as late as 1903 ture has Issued a bulletin on the
office, has returned
governor's
The K C Cook's Book contain! ninety just season.
ald.
Soil Survey of the Wes- tor Robert Fowler flew Into town todelicious recipes bread, muffins, cakes
The precipitation of the month was lt was .t24 Darrei.
from Taos county where he spent two such
and pastry. You can secure a copy" by sendThe Wallace Club Is meeting this
ex- Burchard remarks that mesa- - tern Part of Puget Sound Basin." day. He will remain here tonight
weeks.
cim generally in excess of the normal,
Ihe certificnte packed in every
jir.
ing
Charles
!
Mrs.
home
afternoon at the
K C Bakinir Powder to the JAtirRS MHO. Co.,
in the lower Rio Grande and the ured by the capital invested the ce- - which was carried on in 1910 by ex- with the intention of proceeding toState Chairman Veneeslao Jaramil-l- o of
Small cam do not coutuln Cook's cept
ehicntro.
A. Wheelon. Besides the members
lower Pecos Valleys, and at a lew ment industry Is one of the world's perts from the Bureau ot Soils, in morrow.
will go to his home at El Rlto, Rio Book certificates.
Max
are
Mrs.
the
club
the
ot
guests
scattered stations in the eastern tnree great extractive Industries. In conjunction with the officials of the
Arriba county, on Wednesday foreNordhaus, Miss Lucy Grjgla and Miss noon.
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD,
counties. The average for the terri- - capital employed It apparently farout-tor- y Geological Survey of the State of
Marion Bishop.
Washington.
Seems heavier when be Has a weak
was the greatest of record, with ranks the
Ammon Dibert and his sister Miss
0. L. Owen, Democratic candidate
industry of the
The Woman's Aid Society of the
to
was
The
determine
made
survey
back and kidney trouble. Fred
are spending a few from Curry county for corporation the exception of October, 1896, when United States, Including Alaska, as
the character of the soils ot that secFirst Presbyterian church has made Dlberta Dibert
Mall Carrier, at Atchison, Kan,
Alvarado Hotel In Albu commissioner arrived today from Clo-vl- s the average was 3.66 lnchea. An ex well as the copper Industry.
Only tion of the state and how
can be mvs: "I have been
all arrangements for Its annual sale days at the
they
bothered with
cess of more than two Inches occurred coal and iron stand ahead of it.
and Is at the Montezuma.
which will take place at Library Hall querque.
scientific
through
Improved
farming
kllJney and bladder trouble and had
Mrs. Gumm, the newly elected su In eastern Valencia, Bernalillo, Santa
The principal constituent of Port- and to what
Mrs. Edward Nye of Rochester, N.
a
best
on Thursday, November 23. A
are
adapcrops
they
a
severe paln acroM my Dacfc when.
v accompanied by her little daught perintendent of schools In Lincoln Fe, Sandoval, Rio Arriba, Taos, west land cement Is limestone, and Mr.
ted.
supper will be served.
Avar T rnrrtot a hoaw lrtoi-- nt mail
is visiting her sister, Miss county, arrived today to attend tne ern and northern Colfax, extreme Burchard'B report summarizes
the
to the report, a largo pro-The Freshman Class of the High er, Edith,
According
Homo
Hell on Lincoln avenue.
meeting of the educators tomorrow. western Mora and San Miguel, North most Important limestone formations portion of the area consists of rolling ,T kldnev ,troublA InrreHiwrl.
School had an enjoyable party last
tlme aR0
started taklng Foley
C.
Governor-elec- t
Mc
Williatm
a Democratic leader ern Grant and western Socorro coun- in all states. The
John
Morrow,
of
these
are
of
the
greatest
and broad alluvial river val- KIdney P111, and 8ince
night attended by the members
taklng them
Donald will be In Santa Fe tomorrow. and lawyer of Raton, Colfax county, ties. The precipitation over the mid- found In the eastern half of the Unit- uplands
'
class and several teachers who were
i have
ntirelv rid nf ni mv
a great mass meeting will was an afternoon arrival in the city dle and upper Rio Grande valley and ed States, where there are enormous eys.
Tonight
at
held
was
Is
The
within
area
their guests.
party
Every part of the
,iineJ trouble and am as Bound now
held at Albuquerque in his honor. today. He Is at the Montezuma hotel. the San Juan valley, was exceptionlimestone deposits. The report Is ac- easy reach of one of the larger mar- - as
the high school and after games and be
eTer
Frank E. Andrews, supervisor of the ally heavy, causing damaging floods companied by a map
State Secretary Herbert W. Clark
the dis- ket centers of the area. Lumbering
showing
various amusements were indulged
Por gaIe by al druggistS- of the Republican Central Committee Jemes forest, Is expected back to and very serious and extensive prop tribution of these limestones.
The is still the principal Industry over a
in, refreshments were served.
he
areas they cover comprise
and Miss spent Sunday at his home at Las morrow from Albuquerque where suMrs. N. B. Laughlin
erty losses, and some loss of life.
many large portion of the area surveyed.
,,.
.
,,-He will return on Tuesday is attending the meeting ot forest
Three well defined rain periods oc thousands of square miles. The map
Laughlin entertained at cards Thurs- Vegas.
Agriculture has progressed rapidly1
KUrlUKC
forenoon.
to
pervisors.
day afternoon at their new home on
curred; the first, from the 4th 6th; also shows the location of the opera- in the alluvial valleys, on the up- - Reliable, Safe, Sure. $1 per bottle, prepaid
G. H. Van Stone, Democratic candi
Attorney W. D. Cleveland, who is
Don Caspar avenue. The house waB
the second, from the evening of the ting cement plants In the United lands the task of clearing the logged External Application
commissioner
for
date
his
has
Fe
Santa
corporation
gone
flowhome,
making
cut
19th to the morning of the Zlst; and States.
off lands has somewhat retarded thej
attractively decorated with
No Inconvenience,
was
Torrance
In
from
county,
to
Estancia,
take
the
to
part
Albuquerque
29th.
were
to
tables
the
ers and the
conveniently
the third, from the 26th
Exports Small; Imports Negligible development of this region.
Send
,t work. whlie vou hI-- I,,
arrival today. He is at
a noon-daThat the manufacture of cement is
arranged around the houses, from the demonstration there tonight in honor the
Dairy farming Is one of the most
Heavy snow occurred over the north
.,
Montezuma hotel.
and
21st
to
at the south to the dining of W. C. McDonald.
the
19th
on
an
mountains
American industry is shown by the
NELSON MEDICINE CO, UTICA, N V
of ern
W. C, McDonald, governor-elec- t
Dr. H. Kirsh, who has been spend
room on the north. The affair was
26th to 29th. Over the lower levels It fact that while our production last
and greately en- ing the past few months in Santa Fe, New Mexico, did not arrive in Santa disappeared rapidly and the ground year was over 75,000,000 barrels our rapidly assuming large proportions.
largely attended
has gone to Albuqierque end expects Fe today from Albuquerque as was ex- was
joyed.
generally bare at the close of the Imports were only 300,863 barrels. Our In the southern portions and along
The Modern Woodmen of America later to go to Guadalajara, Old Mexi- pected much to the disappointment of month, bit In the higher mountains exports were 2,475,957 barrels.
the alluvial valleys, oats and other
friends
will
He
here.
some
of
his
held a delightful social affair last night co to spend several months.
The following table shows the heal- small grains are extensively grown.
there remained from a foot In the
come
tomorrow.
here
In Elks' hall and it was attended by
The cultivated areas In the glacial
Mal&quias Martinez, territorial coal
more exposed places to 3 or 4 feet in thy growth of the American Portland
Mayor and Mrs. Arthur Sellgman.
150 or more persons, including many oil Inspector and
cement industry and also the decrease uplands are utilized mainly for such
prominent Republithe timber and the gulches.
ladies. A variety of games opened can, will be here tonight from Taos on Judge N. B. Laughlin, Levi A. Hughes
crops as will yield large returns from
sunshine of the month waB In prices:
the program and these were followed business connected with his office. He and other Santa Feans who went to The
the intensive
cultivation of a small
to attend the McDonald large, although not above the normal Production of Portland Cement in the
Albuquerque
musical
several
Messrs,
by
selections,
strawber
Irish potatoes,
wiu be accompanied by his son James
acreage.
The period from the
for the month.
United States,
reception, returned home today.
Bowlds, Schofield, Piatt and Dunlavy Martinez.
ries, and other small fruits when pro
In 1880, 42,000; average
!Ui....WIUSUJll'"l
G. A. Richardson, the prominent at Oth to the 25th was practically withper
price
singing a quartette "Meet Me Again
on
do
these
soils.
well
cultivated
perly
Henry Essinger, the well known
i.i!.'..f3
out cloudiness, save for the brief barrel, $3.00. In 1890, barrels,335,50O;
-Tonight" The last verse was a paro salesman and his wife have returned torney of Roswell, who presided with storm
of
The
small
orchard
apples, pears,
990.-32period from the 19th to 21st. price $2.00. In 1895, barrels,
dy on the Republicans. Miss Carroll to Santa Fe to live and have taken such success at the Democratic state
fruits
and
similar
prunes,
pro
There was 77 per cent of 'the total
average price per barrel, $1.60. plums,
sang a delightful soprano solo and rooms at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Si- convention, arrived in the city today
duce large yields.
Only a limited
from the Pecos valley and la regis, possible sunshine at Roswell, and 72 1900, barrels, 8,482,620; average price
Miss McConnell ot the High School, mon Nusbaum on
of
the
avenue.
acreage
uplands
by
occupied
Washington
tered at the Palace hotel.
per cent at Banta fe, wniie ior me per barrel, $1,09. 1905, barrels, 36,246,- - the residual
recited in a pleasing manner. Pro
soils Is under cultivation.
Mayor and Mrs. Arthur Sellgman,
as a whole there were iu j 812; average price per barrel, $.94.
Charles
the
Schreck
of
territory,
Principal
longed applause greeted each selec Levi A. Hughes, and Judge N. B.
but the Boils are productive and when
schools In Carrlzozo, Lincoln county clear, 6 partly cloudy and 5 cloudy 1909, barrels, 64,991,431; average price
tion. An oyster supper ensued. The
cultivated
properly
produce large
Laughlin were among those who left has arrived in the city to attend the days. The winds were prevailing per barrel, $.89.
social was declared a great success, last
of all crops grown. Hops are
alnight for Albuquerque to attend
A copy of the report on the cement yields
by all who attended and those who the celebration In honor of Governor-elec- t educational convention. It Is Bald southwesterly and light, as a rule,
a
to
limited extent in the althat Carrlzozo,
McDonald's home though a few wind and dust storms industry in 1910 may be obtained on grown
had charge of the arrangements were
luvial valleys with universally large
William C. McDonald.
of lta teachers to the occurred at many stations during the application to the Director of the Geo
sent
all
town,
complimented.
yields.
Ben Baum,
the well known lace convention.
last week of the month.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, who came last
logical Survey, Washington, D. C.
and potatoes are the
Oats, hay
salesman who travels the United
W. W. Robertson, M. E. Brasher,
The average temperature for the
Saturday to cast his vote In the
staple
products of the area. The hay
is at the Palace Hotel.
He of Roswell, W. L. Bishop of Artesia
States,
recthe
determined
from
territory,
PAVING PRINCIPAL 8TREETS
election, departed this morning for
and grain cropB are grown mainly on
Santa Fe to resume the duties of his vists Santa Fe twice a year end says W. A. Poor of Carlsbad, V. L. Gviflin ords of 70 stations having a mean alOF CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. the alluvial Boils and on the level
he is always glad to get back to the of Clovis, and L. C. Merefelder of titude of about, 6,000 feet, was 52.1 deThe BESI
office as Secretary of New Mexico.
Family
bench lands occupied by the residual
ancient burg.
Clovis, all prominent educators, are grees, or 1.4 degrees below the nor American
Although the returns received Indifield peas do well on
soils.
Canada
Lumber
Declines
Company
L. Bradford
Prince Santa Fe visitors.
Sewing Machine that can be procated the election if McDonald and
mal, and 1.9 degrees below October,
to Take Contract for Furnishalmost every type of soil suitable for
went to Denver to preside over the
Tony A. Ferlet, a lifelong newspa- 1910. The highest monthly mean
duced.
Made in both ROTARY and
the Democratic full ticket, Mr. Jaffa National
agricultural purposes.
ing Wooden Blocks.
Apple Congress at Denver. perman, but at present rusticating temperature was 63.7 degrees at Carlsstill had hope this morning when he He took with
VIBRATOR styles.
him a gavel made from on his Rancho San Ysldro at Anthony,
bad, and the lowest 39.1 degrees at
left Roswell that the Democratic re- the wood
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 14. The MRS. TARKIiMQTON GIVEN
of one of the historic apple Dona Ana county, left Santa Fe last
The rotary makes both LOCK
Ellsabethtown, while the highest re paving proposition was hoisted a lit- DECREE FOR AB80LUTE DIVORCE
turns had been exaggerated and that trees at Manzano and
also a plate evening after spending three weeks in corded
temperature was 97 degrees at tle higher In the air
the big Republican counties would which will be
CHAIN
The latest up
and
stitch.
deyesterday by the
the capital. He promises to return Carlsbad on the 3rd, and the lowest
inscribed.
A
13.
Nov
suitably
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
yet carry the day. He expects to reinformation that the American Lum- cree of absolute divorce
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Wilby, in a month or so.
today was to the minute steel attachments
1
below zero at Elizabethtown ber
turn to Roswell about the first of the
degree
Company would not be able to granted In the superior court of this
C, A. Sapp, who has made a great
who are touring the United States In
and Vermejo Park on the 21st. The consider the
year to again make hl home In the
with each machine.
success managing amateur minstrels,
Sold on easy
proposal of putting In county to Mrs. Louisa Fletcher
local monthly range of tem- wood
Pecos Valley. He says that some de- an auto, the Ohio Mud Hen, with an
greatest
blocks. At a regular meeting
wife of Booth Tarklngton,
automobile expert driver Fred D. arrived last night from Albuquerque
was 80 degrees at Vermejo of the
and adname
Send
perature
lay unknown at this time may keep
payments.
council
held one week the novelist and playwright,
and will spend some time here getting
city
Mrs.
him In Santa Fe until the middle of Clark, ere at the Montezuaa Hotel.
Park, and the least 29 degrees at a ago laBt night, the letting of the condress for our beautiful H. T. cataaliAfter calling on several Santa Feans, up a cast to present "The Inside Inh"
not
asked
had
for
Tarklngton
Is
for a tracts for the
(although the latter
January. Roswell Daily Record.
paving of Central ave- mony.
Including the governor, they will pro which was given with great eclat In part of the month only), while the
logue free.
nue and Second street was laid over
the Duke City a short time ago.
ceed to Las Vegas.
delocal
60
was
dally range
Miss McFie's Success.
Mrs. Mae C. Gohlman, Hlxle Harri- greatest
pending en Investigation of the probIn
For
or
side
the
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1911.
24th.
on
at
pains
The
Knowles
chest,
the
damp White
able ability of the American Lumber
son, Nellye Hershberger, Carrie B. grees
Speaking of Miss Mary McFie,
Sewing Machine Co.
en s
of flannel with ChamberT. P. Terhune, a business man of
Barnett, all of Tucumcarl, and Mrs. district averages were as follows: company to handle a wood block con- lain's piece
daughter of Judge and Mrs. John R.
on
Liniment
over
and
bind
It
No.
7
61.5
at
and
the
is
(Canadian
northeast,
Lillian M. Grldles of Lodl, Ohio, are
tract. A special meeting of the counMetis, who will begin a concert tour Albuquerque,Francis C. Montezuma.
1460 Market Street,
the Beat of pain.
There Is nothing
Rio cil was to be called
Wilson for the teachers who arrived at the Palace degrees; No. 8 (Pecos end
Attorney
In a few days, arriving here December
when it was found better.
Bale by all dealers.
For
Pueblo Indians Is In the Duke City. hotel last night,
52.1
No.
San
9,
California
Qrande),
Francisco,
(west they were ready to
degrees;
26, the Chicago Lawn "Advocate ReThey have come
report and considJ. Eaton, the well known meat sales to attend the convention
of the New ern), 63.0 degrees.
er the matter further.
view" said on November 4:
man of Las Vegas, Is at the Palace. Mexico Educational Association which
"'Miss Mary McFie, who charmed us
It transpired yesterday
Precipitation.
that the
Theodoro Chacon, a business man meets here tomorrow.
The average for the territory, de lumber company would not consider
in song at the Women's Club reof Las Vegas, Is at the Montezuma.
The
A.
M.
Rev.
145
8.
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SANTA FE TRAIL

they are going, not merely tbat they surveyed and constructed a road
are on the way, Tbe old Santa Fe through Central Missouri to Old Fran- trail has been marked In the states of kiln and the salt licks. This was the
Kansas, Missouri, Colorado and New Boon's lick road, the father of the
The Santa Fe Trail
Mexico, by granite bouldera, placed a Santa Fe Trail.
few miles apart, at notable, historic beginning at Franklin, practically a

an, planting the flag of a government
which, based upon the people's rule,
Over It went
was to be perpetual,
La Lands and Becknell, Cooper and
Turley and Gentry, traders and gold- seekers; Pike and Fremont and Car- son, soldiers and pathfinders; Spanish
French, Mexicans, Indians Americans,
freighters ad flshters, a long, long list
of men who have made the Southwest
and America, men of different civilizations and of none.
Some people will not bear transeven in the wilderness
planting;
others are tbe architects of states.
Of the latter were the travelers along
the old Santa Fe Trail, hardy, domOut in the desert
inant and daring.
they were the builders of empire, experts in commonwealth construction.
It is the road upon which they
traveled that has been rediscovered
that has come back.

The continuation of the Boon's Lick roadi
points along tbe old roadway.
granite markera generally bear a brief crossed the Missouri river and went
southwest to New Mexico. Tie hist
William. Declare. It I.
ory of the West harks back to the
Dead and That It Will
In St. Charles, Mo..
Daughters of the American Revolu great highway.
tion, and the words "Santa Fe Trail" may be seen the first Capitol of MisBe Revived
notasouri and the executive mansion occuwith the dates. In some cases,
bly at Trinidad, Colo.j Olathe, Kan, pied by the first governor, Alexander
and Kansas City, Mo., they are more McNair.
Along tbe road In Missouri
CAPITAL
elaborate. The credit for the erection tbe traveler may visit the stone house
PICTUBESQUEJLD
of these markers is due to the Daught-e- where Daniel Boone lived and died,
of the American Revolution. Mrs, the first stone dwelling house west of
The Writer Dwells Lovingly on I Bradford Prince of Santa Fe, K. the Mississippi river; Ponfort built
M wife of a former gorvernor of that for protection against the Indians; the
the Terminus of the New
,
teirltory, made the first public sug Jones Tavern, built in 1829; Paulding-vllleHighway.
where Rodney Kenner, prince of
gestion of the marking of the old trail,
Mrs. W. B. Stanley, wife of a former fiddlers, kept tavern; the Van Bibber
(Walter Williams In the Globe Dem- governor of Kansas, seconded the Tavern, where the Boones lived, famocrat.)
suggestion. The state societies and ous In Missouri stagecoach days; the NATIONAL COUNTRY LIFE
"The Coming Back of the Santa Ke local
organizations took the matter log cabin where was the first school
CONGRE8S IN SPOKANE.
a
Is
of
the latest
the series of up The legislatures of the four states for girls west of the Mississippi;
Trail,"
articles on the Santa Fe Trail by Wal-te- r made appropriations for the trail
Springs, called by Benton "The Farm Betterment, Increased ProducWillams, whose recent visit to marking. The markers were put in Bethesda of the West"; Loutre Lick
tion, Road Making Transpor-tatloSanta Fe after an auto trip over the I lace with appoprlate ceremonies and and, nearby the scene of Captain
MarM Problems,
entire trail, is pleasantly remembered. the old trail can be traced by the JameB Callaway's fatal battle with the
The article Is published In man news- granite boulders.
Indians; the Graham home, built In
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 13. Farm
papers and Is mighty good iidverdij-lu- g
The new Santa Fe trail which fol- 1816; the Van Horn Tavern, where
increased
production,
for Santa Fe. It Is Illustrated lows as far as practicable the line of Washington Irving visited; Big Gun betterment,
and marwith phlurea, one of them beln a cut the old Santa Fe trail, Is differently Springs, notable camping ground for roadmaklng, transportation of the rural
redirection
of the End of the Trail Marker In the r arked. The association selected as the Indians; the home of General ket problems,
be diss
great- school and allied subpectB will
Santa Fe Plaza, and another a group the official marker a modified form of George C. Bingham, MIbboui-I'men and women farmers,
of pictures In which Governor Mills tne trade mark of the Santa Fe rail- est artist; tbe Big Spring at Arrow cussed by
educators and ex
and Mayor Arthur Sellgman loom up way, through the permission of that Rock; the sites of Cooper's Fort, Fort governor, editors,
of recognized ability at the first
the
prominently. The article which Is road and added to It the words "New Klncaid. and Fort Hempstead: first perts
annual National Country Life Confrom the Globe Democrat, says:
Santa Fe Trail." Arrows showing Petesaw Plains, where Irving
praiAmerican
snw
described
gress in Spokane, Novembor 23 to 29.
and
the
Can the old trail come back? This direction and, in some cases, figures
also will be a series of practiThere
courthouse,
the
County
Lafayette
rie;
is the question asked by dwellers to show distances, were added, and
showing the marks of the cannon cal demonstrations In the state armalong tbe Santa Fe Trail. This Is the theee placed on poles by the road- yet
at the decisive battle of Lexington: ory to show the progress made In
question which, thus asked, was an- side. Another device for marking the
enof Fort Osage; Inde- various lines of agricultural
new
was
trail
In
the affirmative.
swered
that of the white rings Elbley, the site
for the old deavor.
outfitting
point
pendence,
on
the
At
In
Its
turn
old
trail
The
had
telephone poles.
every
beginnings
Trail and many other historic places.
Governor Hay of Washington will
the years when the trapper was king. ip the road white rings were painted
preside at the opening sessions, when
History on the Road.
It had Its days of gold and glory, Its around the three poles nearest the
executive and members of naThrough Kansas, Colorado and New state
heroic age, and, then, swift coming turn, and again upon the first three
road marks his- tional and state legislative bodies will
as the railroad locomotive cast Its telephone poles after the turn. Where Mexico tbe new-olCot have charge of ha p'ogrnn. Among
shadow, the old trail had Its decline tleie Is a crossroad at which tbe trail tory. Through Ottawa, Emporia road the
speakers wi.l be rovernv Oswald
and fall. Gravestones were erected does not turn the white rings are plac- tonwood Falls to Newton the
At Newton it crosses another West of Oregon Governor Jnmci H.
In Ub memory, poets sung Its requiem ed en poles on both sides of the cross runs.
the Meridian Kawley of Idaho, Govermr Edwn L.
in bad verse and painters left on can- road to show that the trail traveler transcontinental road, C.
Nicholson of NYrrls of Moutajrt ?nd Govornoi Jud
vas glimpses of its departed great- should go straight ahead. The per- 'road, suggested by John
The tsMative
Is to run from Winni rrn Harmoii ot Ohio
ness. The old trail was no more. mission of the telephone companies Newton, which
to the gulf on the line of the sixth program for the remaining sessions
Colonel Henry Inman,
and was easily obtained for thus marking peg
soldier
the
reservation being that the principal meridian through the States follows:
author, wrote Its history as one writes whiteonly
Farm Home Day, November 24 Deof North and South Dakota, Nebraska
re
rings or bands should not
the history of dead nations or dead
The voted to the farm home and the work
the numbers of the poles. This KanBas, Oklahoma and Texas.
"The
man, saying for final word:
marking device which the New salt mines of tbe Hutchinson, Sterling of the grange. Speakers: Professor
old trail as a route of commerce was simple
Santa Fe Trail Association has adopt- and Lyons; the old stone corral near P. O. Holden, head ot the agricultural
closed forever. The once great high- ed and
Iowa State
put into use makes It impos- Lyoe; Elllngwood; Great Bend, the extension department,
way is now only a picture in the mem- sible to lose one's
on the new burial spot In the old trail days of College, Ames;
Joseph E. Wing,
way
ory of the few who have traveled Its Santa Fe trail.
many traders; Lamed and old Fort Mechanicsburg,
O.,, contributing ediweary course, following the windings
The new Santa Fe trail, as the old Larned, now a farm and stock ranch: tor The Breeders' Gazette; Mrs. Clara
on
of the silent Arkansas,
the portals trail. Is on the central transcontinen Dodge City, a bad town made good a H. Waldo, Portland, Ore.; Clifford
that guard the rugged pathway lead- tal highway which Thomas Hart Ben city with a past; Cimarron, with its Willis, editor Northwest Farmstead,
to
blue
the
shores
of
Pacific." ton, the great commoner of Missouri river crossing, where the braver
the
ing
Minneapolis; Professor E. E. Favllle,
So said we all, perhaps not so poeti- ' Old Bullion"
freighters took the shorter, but more editor the Western Farmer,
Spoprophesied and
as
but
The
oiu
New
to
route
Mexico; kane.
cally,
emphatically.
in the United States Senate dangerouB, dry
of
home
trail was dead. Peace to Its alkali.
the
Garden
city,
more than a half century ago.
sugar
City,
Country School Day, November 25
a town that never
Then the automobile was discoverB. H. Crocheron Cookeys-vllle- ,
"There is a
route for the sys- the sugar beet,
are Kansas Speakers:
to
these
reform
ed or Invented or evolved itself, And tem of roads great
needed
B. Dewey, state suwhich should constitute
Md.;
Henry
In Colorado
the old trail came back.
a national central highway from the towns along the trail.
of public instruction,
La perintendent
Las
are
Animas,
Lamar,
Holly,
at
Restored A'l
Once,
Miss Grace M. ShepM.ssisslppi to the Bay of San Francison the old trail, and Washington;
state superintendent ot public
The return of the old trail to use co," said Senator Benton, "a good Junta, Trinidad,
Canon herd,
Pueblo
and
Fowler,
Rocky
Ford,
. as
highway of commerce was not by way and central a better way than City on the new trail. In New Mex Instruction, Idaho; N. D. Showalter,
slow process as the making of the be any not central that can be found in ico two trails lead to Santa Fe the principal, state normal school, Chestate suginning of the road of romance had the United States.
one more traveled from Raton by LaB ney, Wash.; L. R. Alderman,
"There is a class of topographical
been. Its resurrection was in a single
instruction,
Waltrous and Glorleta, the perintendent of public
Vegas,
day. The story is a chapter almost engineers older than tbe schools and other, less traveled, but more beauti Oregon; H. C. Sampson, Spokane;
the initial; keynote chapter In the more unerring than mathematics. ful, from Raton by Cimarron,
Ute Mrs. Margaret Craig Curran, head of
movement which
is They are the wild animals buffalo, Park, tbe wonderfully attractive and rural school department,
tate normsweeping the West. (1) The automo elk, deer, antelope and bear which yet unspoiled Cimarron Canyon, and al school, Cheney; F. O. Creager,
the forests not by compass,
bile; (2) a newspaper or two, and, (3)
Taos, a bit of the old world set down State College of Washington, Pullthe New Santa Fe Trail. A happy but by Instinct, which leads them al- In the new.
man; Mrs. Josephine Preston, county
Walla
of schools,
idea plus large publicity equals a ways by the right way, to the lowsuperintendent
End,
Trail's
est
passes in the mountains, the shalcross-stat- e
Thus ran
thoroughfare.
the old Santa Walla; J. L. Dumas, Dayton and A. L.
the
end
of
The
trail
fords
lowest
in
the
streams, the richmembers of the
the equation, To Kansas belongs the
est pastures in the forests, the best Fe Trail la at Santa Fe in the shady Rogers, Waterville,
glory of the resurrection.
A granite marker rests oppo- Washington State Country Life complaza.
salt
and
tbe
shortest
springs
practicC.
H.
arrived.
The automob-lsite the old Fonda the stage coach mission.
Scott of the Hutchinson (Kan.) News able lines between remote points. stand and tavern, where travelers
Sunday on the farm, November 26
are
These
first
the
to
engineers
lay
did not own an automobile, but he had
were entertained in tbe old days. It The mass meeting! to discuss better
out
road
a
a
new
in
The
country.
,
friends who did own automobiles. He
farm.
is the veriest Irony of fate that the social condltlaons for the
commenced to write pieces for the Indians follow them and hence the old Fonda, home of the Btage driver Speakers: Fred M. Hansen, head of
buffalo road becomes a warpath. The
and his companyis now an automobile county Y, M. C. A. work for Iowa;
paper about fixing up the roads. Ralph
hunters follow the same trails
Faxon of the Garden City (Kan.) Tel- In
The first automobile party Rev. David W. Ferry, Spokane, foundgarage.
their
After
pursuing
game.
that
of
some
Scott's pieces the buffalo road
after two weeks over the old trail er of the Girl Guides of America; Proegram copied
becomes the wagon from
and wrote some more pieces about road of the
Missouri, came late one Satur- fessor P, G. Holden, Ames la.; George
white man and finally the
The Arkansas
afternoon to visit the Fonda at A. ForbeB, general secretary, Spokane
good roadB himself.
macadamized road of the civilized day
A meeting was
the trail's end.
Here was found a Y. M. C. A.
Valley took notice.
man.
held at Hutchinson, at the east end of
Producers' Day, November 27 Dis
garage owned by John H. Walker,
central
The
fulfills
anothhighway
g
who had been from within sight of cussions on- increased farm producthe 'valley. In the center of the
er requirement of nationality. For a
the trail's beginning on the Missouri tion and placing the grower In touch
region, to talk good roads. ration must contain
people of all con River.
Perhaps Captain Smith H. with farm information.
Where two or three dozen delegates ditions, rich and
Speakers:
all modes of
poor;
Simpson of Taos, Indian fighter and Professor W. R. Splllman, head of
had been expected, 200 came busi- travel; some to whom time is
every pioneer, was right when he said that
deness men, professional men, farmers, thing and money
States
United
farm
management,
nothing and who de no one who tasted to the full the fascieverybody. Such an assembling of mand rapidity without regard to cost;
partment of agriculture; Fred S. Coc-le- y,
ever
old
of
the
nation
trail
willingly
director of farmers' institutes in
representatives citizens to talk, not others to whom money Is an object
left the land along the roadway.
politics or religion, but roads aston- nnd time is a subordinate considera
Montana;, William L. Carlyle, dean ot
new
trail
The
Santa
end
of
the
Fe
ished the promoters and the people tion and who want a cheap convey
agriculture, University of idaho, Moswill be in California if the
plans of
who came. "That first meeting," ance, no matter how slow; others
cow; Professor R. W. Thatcher, head
Trail
Association
Fe
Santa
New
the
said one who attended, "was like the again who may choose to carry them come
of department of agriculture, WashThe
association
to
fruition.
stories of the population of heaven. selves, going on a horse or In a ve
ington State College; James Withy- Its
to
hopes,
according
president
who
We were surprised at the people
hicle or on foot all these will be
combe,
director, Oregon
experiment
to
the
old
trail
extend
Ralph
were there and were equally surprised accommodated on the proposed cen- read toFaxon,
take in the states of Arizona, station; P. G. Holden, Ames, Ames,
not
The
were
there.
who
at the people
tral highway."
and California on the west and, bj la.; Joseph E. Wing, Mechanicsburg,
farmers, who are benefited most by
All that Senator Benton prophesied union with the Cumberland pike on O; B. T. Byrnes, Moscow, Idaho.
notable
tew
with
good roads, were,
or suggested the new Santa Fe Trail the east, make the historic trail highTransportation Day, November 28
exceptions absent." Later, however, provides.
The prairie schooner, less way across the continent.
The old Addresses and discussions on good
the farmers came into the movement, In size and fewer in number than in trail has come back and will go on. roads and transportation.
Speakers:
and now It has no more loyal suppor- fcrmer days; the automobile undreamLesson of large value not merely In Horatio S. Earle, former state highters than the farmers. The assoca-tion-, ed of In Benton's time, use alike the the history of yesterday, and the pro- way commissioner of Michigan, Deloosely organized, but effective, frail road.
At Clmarrom Kansas; phecy of tomorrow, Is there for the troit; D. Ward King, Maltland, Mo.;
decided to promote a highway along where the old trail divided, the travel- traveler, on the old trail, but lesson Samuel A. Perkins, president Washthe Arkansas Valley through to the er upon occasion may Bee contrasts also of the value of the
ington State Oood Roads association,
most for today.
Colorado line. We will call it the In methods of transportation
The trail road, with Its Tacoma. R, Insinger, chairman board
Side by side are the romance, its picturesque and its stor- of governors of the 19th National Ir
speedway, they said, these road build- remarkable.
the traveler more rigation Congress, Spokane; Carl R.
ers, having the love of the automobile Santa Fe Railway, the Arkansas river, ied paBt, temptB
benew
freshly-gravele- d
Santa Fe trail, and, yet to be than any
the
in mind. No, said another, having
Seattle &
Gray, president Spokane,
we
ruts
of the old trail. turnpike anywhere.
The
seen, the deep
old trail Portland Railway; R. B. Martin, Spo
fore him the fear of the farmer,
The
mover's
not
Trail.
the
Fe
Is
wagon,
automobile, the highway is for everybody. It
will call It the New Santa
kane.
It follows the line of the old trail, It passenger train may be In the line of necessary to have an automobile or Market Day, November 29 Heads
at
same
Is
vision
even
time.
a
name.
the
or
or
an
It
burro
excursion
this
trail's
By
old
ticket,
should bear the
of farmers'
and education
of value which wins sup-- 1 a picnic lunch to enjoy travel on It. al
a narrow majority in committee this universality
unions, commission men- and cone
for
roads
the
movement.
edroad
good
in
port
Interest
T.
promotes
building
Elmer
To
won.
Peterson,
name
sumers will have charge. Speakers:
cross-stat- e
and here E. H.
highway pays local terest in life
itor of the Jacksonlan at Cimarron,
Shepard, Hood River, Ore.; W.
It
and
dividends.
trail
'again
revival
Fe
Santa
good
the
affprds
roadway
road.
the
of
due
the
naming
H. Paulhamus, president Washington
Kan., is
for the motorist, but It also takes off all good roadB movements merit ena
was
It
lusty
the
named
baby.
He
State senate; Professor W. S. Thorn-ber- ,
Outdoors add days to
i.,rnni Tho noTl Hnv nctiml roadmak- - tile tax which the bad road levies couragement.
Lewlston, Idaho; L. C. Crow,
who
farmer
dwells
upon life, Within doors everything smacks
Bankers 'jPn 'very
Kansas.
Jng began across
Farmers' Educational and
president
books
teach
another
of dollars.
Only
Union of Washington;
The revised Santa Fe Trail Is built lesson.
Beyond tbe door there Is a D. O.
of
for
circulated
rights
petitions
yers
Lively, Portland, Ore.
in different com- freedom which makes men less sordid
material
of
different
way. Merchants sucscriDea 10 nusu munities. In Missouri It is largely and more sane,
The yellow of the
funds. Newspapers printed column a macadamized road.
In Kansas it primrose Is not suggeBtlve of the yelAND
MOTHER, DAUGHTER
upon column of road arguments. Withi- is of the natural earth unsurfaced by low of the gold.
The sheen of the
CHILD WERE MURDERED.
n- a month the New Santa Fe Trail
material but well dragged. In moon gives no thought of the dollar's
other
Colorado
was on the Kansas map.
Colorado and New Mexico for some silver,
One can not live long out of
New York Nov. 13. A triple murheard of the movement and Joined It. miles, convict labor has been utilized doors travel the old trail, drink at the
der was committed today ln Brooklyn.
of
the
New Mexico, too, took notice
upon the road to grade and In some spring from an old tin cup or gather Two women, mother and daughter,
trail's rebirth, and Missouri dedicated cases to macadamize It,
the meadowslde and the child of one of
wild fiowerB from
them, were
its first state highway on the trail.
without losing some of the cruelty of found dead in a dwelling on Park
Towns of the Trail.
And now the wayfaring automoblllst,
men's
which
shuts
commercialism
up
The towns along the historic highavenue. The father of the child Is
The old trail
though doaf and dumb, may find hlB
It is souls to selfishness.
being searched for by the police.
anta Fe Trail way are packed with Interest,
and the new teach lessons here, and
way over the Now
In
n
liberal
education
the
of
Story
nrtnn...w1
n tlia nimtnf nlri Ulnl.
j
serve most useful purposes.
-"
"""""
Chamberlain's Stomach - and Liver
tal of the new state of New Mexico
Thus we come to the end of' the
,lf After
t th 0(j road come t v".
o?- gripe, and
by the signboards along the road.
In history and romance the Tablets do not sicken
Dnnle, BoonG( the mo9t mmoll9 AmerI. troll.
be taken with perfect safety by
Both Trails Marked.
rRn poneeri nna- mtt(e his home in Santa Fe Trail 1b flrBt among the fam- may most
delicate woman or the youngOver It the
The Santa Fe trail and the New Missouri, his sons, Daniel M, and Na- - ous highways of America.
The old and feeble will
est child.
Santa Fe trail are both marked. In than, went to the deer licks In How- - marched Coronado, the Spanish con- also find them a most suitable remedy
this Is the chief excellence aside ard county, Missouri, In 1806 to make queror, who erected the crosses of
their
conquest which for aiding and strengthening
from the actual surfacing of the road- - salt and float It down the Missouri Spain in token .of
Over
it went weakened digestion aim tor regumuug
lied in the work of the associations, river in hollow logs to sell In St, Louis, was not to endure.
sale
dealers.
all
For
- the bowels.
by
Most travelers wish to know where Later they blazed a trail and then Alexander W, Doniphan, the MlBBouri-
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BE WELL REP- RE8ENTED AT CHICAGO.

DENVER

;
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a. RIO GRANDE
R. R, OPEN AGAIN.

Special From New Mexico Thrice Weekly Service Established
From Durango to Cedar Hil
to the National Irrigation
San Juan County,
Congress- -

8tat

Albuquerque, N. M. NOV. 11.
Leaders in irrigation development and
promotion work In New Mexico are ac
tively engaged In encouraging interest
In the National Irrigation
Congress
which will meet In Chicago December
5th to 8th next. It is pointed out that
this will be the most Important and
most largely attended meeting of the
congresa ever held; tha the issue at
stake involves the very life of the con- gress; since It has been proposed to
take It into the south and reorganize
It as a drainage congress.
New Mexico Just admitted to the
Union, is more interested than any
other western state in the continued
tt tha lrvtirnlnn CnnvroRU And
the continuation of national and prlv- ate reclamation work. Four million
of irrigable land are waiting de- velopment and the attention of capi- tal and of farmers must be drawn to
this state If our development is to

Duraneo Colo . Nov. 13. All exnectatlons of the Denver and Rio Grande
officials In opening the line between
Denver and Durango will have beeu
exoeede(1 by the mld(lle of next weeki
wnen tno
through tram wln ar.
rive ln. the dt followlng a forty.day
JH)tioi ,nce the gratest f)ood ,n the
hutory of Southwe8trn Colorado
,
wl(h m men Mu
(ae gan
.
,v
tlon work has been accomplished ln
a much quicker time than was anticipated. The gap In tbe canon between
Pngosa Junction and Arboles has now
been narrowed down to three and one-hal- f
miles, the men averaging three- u. a mue eca uay.
s
Th reDalr worlc 00 "
otner
an1 Rl Grande branch lines out
of Durango and on the Rio Grande
Southwestern is going on rapidly, but
tne nature of the work has become so
difficult for the men blasting anew
proceed.
roaaoea
out or solid rocks, that silver-The Ideal time for advertising New
Mexico is right now when we are Just ton H1 not see a train until after the
entering the Union and there is no first of December.
better place for reaching those Inter- Farmlngton Branch Opened.
ested in irrigable lands and their de- The Fai.mlngton branch nag been
Irrlthan
National
the
,,
at
velopment
M
M
gallon Congress.
and a thrice weekly train service has
With this ln view those Interested
been established between that place
are now vigorously agitating the run- ftnm VatW MoT- - end Durango. Bridge repair alone re
nl.n nf n Ananlal
ma'n" t0
1thl
brfncl1 ta
ko to Chicago, this train to be known
Is going on so rapidly
as the New State Special to carry condition and
Mtnr UTln ndMontrora nntv tn lonVA that two weeks' time wnl see the
New Mexico December 1, stopping at ounln 0,t,he "ne- 0n tbe Rio Grande Southern there
principal points along the route both
is Btl" a ap of fifteen miles to be
going and returning. Many people have
already signified their Intention of repaired18 between Dolores and Rico,
doubtful If the line will be
going on the special, which will be and lt
decorated throuehout with banners opened before uecember 1, The food
and which it Ib proposed to load with supply In the San Juan basin has held
tons of New Mexico advertising mat- - ul remarkaDiy well and no serious
ter. It is necessary, however, If the shortage ln any commodity has been
train is to run, that not less than 100 experienced. Some provisions have
through the San
persons go with it, paying full railroad been transferred
and Pullman fare. The time is very Juan canon.
short and the party must be organized
When about all the beer In- Durango
within the next two weeks if it is to had been consumed the threatened
famine waB averted by the arrival of
go.
The bureau of immigration today two carloads, It having been transfer- sent out the following letter to all sec-- red overland from Dyke, Colo., to this
Hons of New Mexico asking for lm- - city, a distance ot fifty miles.
So
mediate responses as to those Intend- - great was the expense of the trans-ln- g
to attend the Irrigation Congress fer that the local distributors who
and those desiring to Join the special had received the beer doubled the
train:
price on it. Consequently all the saNov. 10, 1911.
loon keepers are charging ten cents
Dear Sir:
a glass for draught beer.
The National Irrigation Congress
At Baytleld, tbe town has a large
meets in Chicago, December 6 to 9 force of men at work forcing the Pine
next The subjects to be considered river out of one of the atrneta thrmieh
are important; irrigation, drainage, which It cut a new channel, back into
forestry,
legislation,
conservation, its old channel, which ran parallel to
These combined with the attractive- - the street. So far they have succeed-nes- s
of Chicago to assure the strong- - ed In forcing it half way back.
eBt program and largest attendance
,
.
that has ever marked a meetln. of
this kind.
Frank M. Bessotte ot Saginaw,
In Chicago at this time will be the Mich., and Ldwera Brlnge of Mllwau- annual Land Show, the International kee, Wis., have Just arrived at Farm- Livestock Exposition, Grand ODera.' lngton, N. M., after a trip in boat
and the holiday attractions.
down the San Juan river from Pagosa
New Mexico will have no renresen- - Junction. They adopted that means
tatlon in the Land Show this year. It of reaching their destination after re-I- s
therefore even more Important that allzlng that they could not mane it
we make a strong showing at the Irrl-by railroad. It took them seventy-tw- o
gatlon Congress.
hours to make the trip.
By the time the congress meetB the
On the way down the river they
g
president's proclamation finally admit-- took their time investigating jhe
this state into the Union, nrob- - vaatatlnn of the flood and incidentals
ably will have been issued.
We want keeplijg a sharp lookout for a trunk
to celebrate that
g
proclamation by containing
1,600 and a valise
the country know about the
tainlng $900 which had been reported
resources of New Mexico. We can do lost
ln the flood. Although they were
.u uu m
tuTOive way tnan Dy not Iucky nough t0 find the currency
strong representation at the National
they ,ecurea various articles ln the
of food and good clothing which
,
m 11 lCmZK,B8re
V.
Kept them In good shape for the tnp,
in
l?t0,ClllCaK!Oatth,i8 The worst evidences of the ...flood
time.
..
by the railroads.
It will be a very
The men reported that they
Inexpensive and a very enjoyable trip. the river.
It is proposed that as a celebration Baw.at lea8t 2'000 wo"h of wagon
of our final admission to the Union, ot a" KmaB aca"erea alonS tn met
a special train carrying New Mexico bankB and at last 200'000 feet oJ Ium-people only, be run from New Mexico ber and tlmber- They dld Bome travIlnS at night.
points and return, to be known as The
Dut found it too dangerous, as they
New State Train.
not keeP a ood lookout for
To make this
train possible at
least 100 passengers will be required. fulls. rapids, and banks and drift, and
If It Is to be run we must know it received several duckings while they
within a very few days In order that
the experience.
tne adequate preparations
may be
made.
The train will be one of the PRESIDENT GOMPERS OBJECTS
biggest advertisements New Mexico
TO JUDICIAL ENCROACHMENTS.
has ever had or could have.
It will
be heard from all over the United
Declares That He Objects Not as
States. The expense of passage ln
Much to Assumption of Power
the special train will he less than for
as He Does to Jurisdiction,
the single passenger.
Ga
Nov. 13. President
If you Intend to attend the Irrigation n Atlanta,
n
n
Congress this year will you notify us flm enn'uaI conventlon ot the Amerl.
Wl"
'nd,y
AIS0,
?J1tUrn. Til
can Federaltion of Labor here today.
y?"
it,, ui wuctuoi ui iiui yuu win ue one declared he and the two other labor
of the 100 to make up the New State
lenders Bentenced to Jail for contempt
Special.
of court, were ready and willing to
The time for preparation
is very
short and we will therefore appreciate serve their sentences If they must.
The subject of the
It greatly If we may have a reply
by
was
case
contempt
an early mall.
brought up In the course of a welYours very truly,
NEW MEXICO BUREAU OF IMMI- coming address to the delegates.
"If any man of labor Is guilty of
GRATION,
the law," said Mr. Gompers, ln
By H. B. HENING, Secretary.
responding to the welcome, "he should
be Indicted and then tried by a Jury
PRINCE PRESIDES
of his countrymen. But I deny the
CONGRESS.
APPLE
OVER
right of a Judge to Issue an lnjuctlon
constitutional
depriving me of my
Over Four Thousand Visitors From rights. It Is not so much the assumpAll Parts of United States
tion of power as the assumption of
View the Exhibits.
Jurisdiction that we object to."
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Denver, Colo., Nov. 13. More than
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
four thousand visitors from all of the
That Btops coughs quickly and cures
twenty states which are represented colds la
Foley's Honey and Tar ComIn the exhibits are in attendance at
Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526
the American Apple Congress, which pound.
St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I

opened here today.
can recommend Foley's Honey and
In the exhibits are products from
Tar Compound as a sure cure for
Texas, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, MisIt cured my daughcoughs and colds.
souri, California, Oregon Washington,
ter of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Utah, and New Mexico.
Mrs.
cured herself anil her
British Columbia Is also represent whole Benson,
family with Foley's Honey and
ed.
L. Bradford Prince
Tar
Compound.
Everyone In our
of Santa Fe, Is president of the conneighborhood speaks highly of it."
j
gress,
For sale by all druggists.
PRESIDENT DISCUSSES ANTI
TRUST LEGISLATION.

POTASH
LONG CONTINUED
IS ENDED.
CONTROVERSY

Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. Prest- dent Taft today discussed with Attor- ney General Wlckersham the advisa
legisbility of supplemental anti-trulation at the coming session of Conconference
related
The
particgress.
ularly to the likelihood of passing a
federal incorporation act,

Berlin, Nov. 13. The long continued
potash controversy ended today when
the German syndicate, the
cate Interests and the American dealers ratified the agreement. The contracts existing between the Americans
firms which
and the
caused the trouble, were cancelled.

But Transcontinental Autoist
Wilby Sees Need of
Bridges
SURPRISED

BYCOLD WEATHER

Will Call on Dr. Hewett, Engi
neer Miller and Governor
Mills.
Seeing America first. In the literal
acceptance of the phrase, and seeing
all of the United States from the seat
of an auto, Is the interesting occupation Just now of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas W. Wllby, of New York city.
D.
They are accompanied by Fred
Clark, an automobile expert who has
quite a reputation for piloting suc
parties.
cessfully "transcontinental"
They are traveling ln a powerful ma
chine called the "Ohio Mud Hen." Mr.
Wllby Is special agent of the publlo
roads at Washington, D. C, and one
of the founders of the Touring Club
of America. He started out from
New York in August and is wending
his way around the country making a
"swing of the circle ' like a presidential candidate. He arrived here last
night from Albuquerque and leaves
this afternoon for Las Vegas.
While at breakfast at the Montezu
ma Hotel this morning he said: "Win
ter has taken us by surprise in the
southwest, when we had expected to
bask in Its sunny languor.
Bad
roads and unpleasant weather conditions In Arizona, however, have so delike
layed us tbat we are something
ten days behind our schedule.
Nevertheless, It was a positive de
light to find so much preliminary
work completed In the way of good
roads as ln New Mexico, and we fain
ly sailed along the fine convict-mad- e
roads 'to the capital. If a state is to
be opened up to the world if tha
tourist, choosing his own time and bis
own means ot locomotion Is to have
access to the unique wonders ot the
Southwest he must first of all have
a GOOD ROAD.
"New Mexico seems to have
ed that idea and this soon-to-b- e

grasp
state

seems to have been working indus
triously along that line at Albuquer
que, where we were met by Colonel
Sellars, who very kindly befriended
every touring automobilist who hap
pens to "drop In" at that
city.
We were told by the genial Colonel
Sellers that It would not be long before the infamous Rio Puerco on the
Highway would be
bridged.
A good road is not everything as
wc all know.
An unbridged stream
on a main highway may cut a continent ln two, and Bcatter our dreams
of a
highway to the
winds. But there Is something more
needed to make an ideal highway.
That something Is an efficient sign
posting and a road that Is good ln
all conditions of weather.
We were
considerably exercised In our minds
as to which road to take from Albuquerque here. The rains had made
quagmires of certain spots along the
road and the Raymond and Whltcomb
party had encountered delays and tremendous difficulties in getting Into
Albuquerque.' It was Colonel Sellars
local
knowledge tbat had to be
brought Into requisition to get them
Into town before midnight The storm
and cold weather alone prevented our
taking the old mountain road via
The high winds, however, had
not been sufficient to dry the roads
out and In one place we broke through
tbe Ice into the mud, hub deep.
"We are to be piloted along the
old Santa Fe trail to Kansas City, but
we are making a long enough
stay in
Santa Fe in order to meet Dr. Edgar
L. Hewett, director of the School of
American Archaeology, to call on Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller,
who has done so much for good roads
in New Mexico and to call on
the
governor, who I know by repute is an
enthusiast ln the cause of good roads
and a transcontinental highway."
MRS. JOHN D. LITTLE
PAID FOR HER

HUSBAND,

He Best and Robbed Her But Never,
the-les- s
She Loved Fourth
One Dearly,

Colorado Springs, Nov! 13. "Dismissed for lack of Jurisdiction," was
the ruling today of Judge John D.
Little ln the divorce suit of Dr. W. T.
Sullivan against Mrs. Mariraretta Sullivan, which was contested on a cross
complaint. The case was tried before a Jury and not ln many months
has such a dramatic recital of marital
woes been heard In the local courts.
"I love him better than my life,"
sobbed Mrs. Sullivan
In testifying
against her husband, who It is understood is ln Brooklyn, and was represented at the trial by his attorney.
Bought and Paid for Him.
"I hate to tell this here, but I am
not ashamed of It. I bought him and
paid for him and I don't want to give
him up. He beat me and locked me
up ln a room, leaving me nothing but
a nightdress but I love him yet."
Mrs. Sullivan denied the Intimation
of her husband that she had had a
past. It developed that Sullivan had
been married once before and Mrs.
Sullivan three times before her last
marriage to Dr. Sullivan. She has
been twice married to her present
husband.
There is little danger from a cold
or from an attack of the grip except
when followed by pneumonia,
and
this never happens when Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is used. This
remedy hns won Its great reputation
and extensive sale by its remarkable
cures of colds and grip and can be
relied upon with Implicit confidence.
For sale by all dealers.
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Wayside Jottings.!

querque. He leaves a wife and infant
son. Besides sis wne ana son, ir,
Thomas leaves two Bisters in this city,
T.
C,
Mrs. E. L. Medler and Mrs.
French; a brother In Columbus and
one in Gaopolls, Ohio, the family
home, and two slBters in Gullopolls
and one in Columbus.
Arraigned for Prlxe Fighting.
United
in the
When
arraigned
'states district court at Las Vegas,
under indictment
Everette Winters
for prise fighting, pleaded not guilty,
set
for this afternoon.
his trial was
"Brownie" Buckley, under Indictment
for the same offense, entered a plea
He will receive his senof guilty.
tence later In the term. The men
were indicted by the United States
grand Jury which sat here in May of
this year. Tbey are accused of en- gaging in a priio fight at Cimarron,
defend
Jerry Leahy of Raton will
Winters and United States Attorney
D J. Leahy will conduct the prosecu- -

'Discouraged

The expression occurs so many times In tetters from
sick women, " I was completely discouraged." And there
Yearly of
is always food reason tor the discouragement.
triod in vain.
pain and Buffering. Doctor oftar dootor
that
is
no
wonder
It
no
food.
Medicines doing1
lasting
'
the woman feels disoouraged.
found
and
siok women have
Thousands of these weak
health and courage retained ai the result of the use of

LABOR AND CAPITAL HAVE
NO IDENTITY OF INTERESTS.

PRE8IDENT TAFT DELIVERS
ADDRESS AT FREDERICK, Md.
Washington, D.'cTflo'v.
Suoh Is the Ides of Radical Element
Taft left here at 3 p. m., on a
In American Federation
special train for Frederick, Md., to adof Labor,
dress a convention of the Associated
Boards of Trade ot the state, He reAtlanta, Ga., Nov. 10. The fifteen turns
tonight.
labor leaders, including President
Gompers, who are on the executive
Try a New Mexican Want Ad, It
.oommittee of the National Civio Fed
eration, are called on to sever their brings results.
connection with the latter organiza
tion In a resolution Introduced In be
hreb
t?.l
th" th" lands dea- h.
half of the United Mine Workers.
Uw Jemoz Nntlouul I'oreat. Now Meiloo,
The resolution, which was referred bsmibjeot
to aeltlement and enl.ry unilur will
the
to the resolutions committee declares proviBlons ot the houmsteadlaws or the United
BttttBB ami the not oi June 11,
im tm Sl.t
that "there is a growing tendency in KB), at the United
land oniee at Santi
State,
te, New Mexico, on January
practically all labor organizations to settler
iis, Anv
who wn
and tn Bood
tulth
view with suspicion and distrust the olalmlns any of xaldaotually
land for aKrloultural
prior to January I, iwjb, and has not
acts of any labor representative who abandoned
name, has a preterenoa rlitht to
la in any way collected with the Civic make a homentead entry tor the landa aotually
Said landa were lixted upon the
Federation" which Is declared to be oooupled.
uiipllotttlonN ot the persona mentioned below,
a aroferenoe rlitht
built on the false assumption of 'Iden who have
to the
t
of any kuoa settler, aubjent
prior
provided suoh
tity of Interests."
settler or applicant la quallUed to
make homestead entry and the preference rlnht Is exercised prior to January 119, 11118. on which date
GREAT INJUSTICE DONE MEXICO the lands will be subject to settlement and
by any qualified person. The lands are
'
8AYS DR. T. F. MARTIN entry
asfol ows! TheEof)K!or SB ol NEK.
the SEV, of SEX of NEW of NEW, Boo. 4, the
of SW!4 of NWVi?
otNWV,
W!j
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 11. "We SWtiof
NWXofNWti, the SBMofNW&of
want to impress on the people of Tex SWV.of NWW.theSWM of NEMofSwJot
NW14, the m of SWt4ofSWt4o( N WW. the
as that a great Injustice is being done NWX
ot 8E of S WV, of NWH, See T as
N., K. I W..nr soaore,
to Mexico by continued highly-colore- d
strip 0 feet
eioepta
wide described aa follows:
Bexm-ilnat the
on the west line of Sec.
reports that are published In some quarter corner
run06- - E. fc ra chains to lnteraeotioaof8,
N.
ning
east
quarters that trouble exists in the Re- line of Salazar Brother's saw
mile site, extend- 10
of
Mexico and another revolu Ilia feet on each side of a line running N.
public
E. 18.54 ohalns to the'plaoe where the end
tion is brewing," said Dr. T. F. Martin 61of the
strip oloses on the boundary line of the
0f Tampico, president of the Mexican tract listed.
Said traot was listed upon tha
of I. O. Arellano, of Cuba, New
Gulf Coast Agricultural Association application
Mexico: List
A traot of 44.8s acres
who is in San Antonio to attend the within unsurveyed but what will probnblj 'be.
surveyed. Sees S4 and 35, T. 18 N . R I
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Arrested for Drunkennete.
patient at th. Wood county asylum
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
Eliseo Padllia was arrested at Las for the chronic Insane, committed sul- cide.
by throwing himself headfirst in- Vegas yesterday for drunkenness. He
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regularity, heal, inflammation and ulcere
m
under
firebox
the
the
asylum boiler,
pleaded guilty.
tion, and curea weakness.
and wag cooked to death at Suit Lake,
Died of Hiccoughs,
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG
Myron Hunn of Hiawatha, Kansas, Utah.
UNO SICK WOMEN WELL.
Estate Tax Assereed at $2,230.
died at the Miners' Hospital at ,Raton
The county court at Denver en- of a violent spell of hiccoughs.
Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous druggists
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G. Palmer, a son.
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